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CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Published information indicates that most anorthosite 
massifs, throughout the world, are igneous rocks which 
were emplaced during the Precambrianj and that many have 
been metamorphosed (e.g. Isachsen, editor; 1968). Where 
unmetamorphosed, anorthosites are typically layered, 
containing textures, structures and minerals reminiscent 
of mafic layered intrusions (e.g. the Michikamau, Emslie, 
1968; and the Nain, Kranck, 1961),
Perhaps the most notable exceptions are those 
(anorthosites) described by Hietanen (1963, 1968) in the 
Boehls Butte area, northwest of the Idaho batholith.
Here, lenses and layers of anorthosite are contained within 
an "aluminosilicate-mica schist" thought by Hietanen (1963, 
1968) to be metamorphosed basal Pritchard Formation of the 
Belt Supergroup. Present within the anorthosite are many 
thin, mica-rich layers principally composed of muscovite, 
biotite, bytownite, and andesine and containing abundant 
kyanite, andalusite, sillimanite, garnet, and cordierite, 
Hietanen (1963) believes that these rocks have formed by 
metasomatism of interbedded limestone and aluminum-rich 
shales through exchange of silica and alumina (in the shale) 
for calcium (in the limestone) followed by the introduction 
of soda solutions.
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Figure 1
Index map of Montana and map of regional metamorphic isograds, anor­
thosite bodies and the Idaho batho­
lith in a portion of the Bitterroot 
Range. Geology and isograds from Nold (1968), Berg (1968), and Hyndman (unpublished data).
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Approximately seventy miles southeast of the Boehls 
Butte occurrence, in the northeastern border zone of the 
Idaho batholith, Berg (1968 and 1964 unpub. Ph.D. Thesis) 
has delineated twenty small metamorphosed anorthosite bodies, 
twelve of which have been mapped (Fig. 1). All are contained 
within a sillimanite gneiss unit which is regarded as meta- 
Pritchard (Berg, 1968; Nold, 1968; Chase, 1968). The outcrop 
area of these anorthosites varies from small pods 4-6m^ to 
a large body, rectangular in outline, and 2.5Km^. Based 
mainly on a strong spatial relationship between granite 
(•'quartz monzonite**) and anorthosite, size variation of 
outcrops, and lack of evidence suggestive of igneous or 
metasomatic origin, Berg (1964, 1968) proposed that partial 
melting of surrounding country rock gave rise to granitic 
melts leaving an anorthosite residuum; as proposed and 
experimentally demonstrated by Winkler and von Platen (1960, 
in Berg 1968).
Located in the northern Bitterroot range, 28 miles 
southwest of Missoula, Montana, Bass Creek canyon (Fig. 1) 
contains six of Berg•s mapable anorthosite bodies. The north 
wall of the canyon, to which the present study was limited, 
contains exposures of all these anorthosites plus many of the 
smaller pods. In addition, this area is best suited for study­
ing the field relationships between anorthosite, granite and 
sillimanite gneiss, as contacts between these rock types are 
numerous and well exposed.
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The larger bodies contain schistose layers similar to 
those described by Hietanen (1968), Remnant igneous 
textures, psuedomorphed by metamorphic minerals, plus 
textural differences delineated between amphibolite pods 
and lenses contained within sillimanite gneiss and anortho­
site, indicate that the anorthosite bodies of the Bitterroot 
range have crystallized from a magma. Study of the silli­
manite gneiss, coupled with data from the raeta-anorthosites 
and granites, provides a metamorphic history of the area.
Previous Investigations
Bass Creek canyon is included in reconnaissance maps 
compiled by Lindgren (1904), Langton (1935) and Groff (1954), 
The only detailed studies in the area are those by 
Anderson (1959) and Berg (1964, 1968), Anderson first 
delineated the larger anorthosite bodies while compiling 
a geologic map and describing the major rock units. He 
recognized* (1) "sillimanite gneiss" a sillimanite-biotite- 
quartzofeldspathic gneiss which is a well foliated, highly 
sheared, coarse-to-medium grained, augen gneiss; (2) "quartzo- 
feldspathic gneiss", a ptygmatically folded gray rock which 
grades into sillimanite gneiss to the east; (3) "quartz 
monzonite gneiss", an irregularly foliated rock of granite*
• composition outcropping mainly in the sillimanite gneiss;
*Streckeisen (1967); equivalent to quartz monzonite as used by many geologists.
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(4) "frontal zone gneiss" which is a well foliated, 
cataclastic gneiss* Areal distribution of these units 
within the present study area is shown on Fig. 2.
Because Berg's study has served as a foundation for 
the current investigation, his important observations and 
conclusions will be reviewed in some detail.
Data suggestive of the anatectic residuum hypothesis 
for the origin of the anorthosite includes (after Berg, 1968)»
1. A strong spatial association between anorthosite and "quartz monzonite" gneiss exists, regardless of size of 
the anorthosite body.
2. Anorthosites occur only in the sillimanite gneiss unit.
3. Anorthosite-”quartz monzonite” gneiss contacts are indicative of chemical 
disequilibrium; as would be the caseif the granite had intruded the anortho­site (i.e. sharp contacts between chemically 
very different rocks)*
4* Both anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss 
contain abundant amphibolite layers and pods; whereas the "quartz monzonite" gneiss does not. Presumably they result from 
metamorphism of diabase dikes common in Precambrian sediments of the Belt Supergroup 
in the Mormon Creek area. Absence of amphibolite from the "quartz monzonite" gneiss would be expected if the latter were emplaced as a magma.
5. Occurrence of small pods of anorthosite, 
within the sillimanite gneiss, suggests local derivation.
6* Winkler and von Platen (1960) have partially 
melted a shale of a bulk chemistry similar to the sillimanite gneiss; producing a 
granitic (adamellite) melt while leaving
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
an anorthosite residuum. This process 
was carried out experimentally at 810 and 2Kb
Rejection of an anorthosite magma hypothesis was 
essentially based on two lines of reasoningi
1» Temperatures of at least 1100 C are 
necessary to maintain a plagioclase- rich melt with a composition of Angĵ  » while the maximum temperature indicated by the regional metamorphism of the sillimanite gneiss is estimated at less 
than 700*̂ C (-^4Kb PH2O) * Additionally there is no evidence of a retrograded higher temperature thermal metamorphic mineral assemblage in the sillimanite gneiss, proximal to the anorthosites,
2, The small anorthosite pods are.difficult 
to visualize as resulting from intrusion of a magma. The wide separation from 
larger bodies deems it unlikely that these pods are apophyses.
The possibility of intrusion as a crystalline mush 
was rejected becauset
1, The small pods are just as hard to explain,
2, There is no evidence of protoclasis within 
the plagioclase,
Regional Geolocrv
Bass Creek canyon is geologically situated in the 
complex northeastern border zone of the Idaho batholith. 
Dominantly granite ("quartz monzonite") to granodiorite, 
the batholith intersects regional metamorphic isograds 
(Nold, 1968), However, locally the isograds parallel the 
batholith contact (Chase, 1968), Slight thermal metamorphic 
effects, proximal to the batholith, have been delineated
I
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by Chase (1968); (i.e. polygonal arcing of Granulation 
cleavages and lack of preferred orientation of quartz), 
suggesting that batholith emplacement postdates synkine- 
matic (regional) metamorphism (Chase, 1968). Both Nold 
and Chase suggest a local anatectic origin for the Idaho 
batholith.
Although metamorphic grade influences mineralogy, 
major rock units of the border zone are lithologically 
and compositionally similar to those of Bass Creek canyon 
(i.e. politic or semi-pelitic gneiss and quartzcC^eldspathic 
gneiss). To the north and east from Bass Creek, metamorphic 
isograds fall off in grade. • Fig, 1 is an isograd map com­
piled by Hyndman (1966, unpublished). The greenshist
- amphibolite facies and lower amphibolite (staurolite- 
kyanite)-sillimanite zone isograds are relatively precise. 
However, due to lack of data and the sporadic distribution 
of sillimanite-muscovite zone rocks, especially in the 
southern region (Chase, 1968), the sillimanite-muscovite
- sillimanite-orthoclase isograd is somewhat tenuous.
Only rocks of the sillimanite zone are present in 
upper Bass Creek canyon. The north-south orientation of 
the sillimanite-muscovite - sillimanite-orthoclase isograd
was surmised by Hyndman (unpublished data) on the basis of\
structure in the area. Note that sillimanite-orthoclase zone 
rocks are spatially associated with anorthosite occurrence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and that the linear trend described by these bodies parallels 
the surmised lineation of the isograds.
Four major periods of folding have been described in the 
northeastern border zone of the Idaho batholith (after Nold, 
1968; Chase, 1968; White, 1969)i
1. Similar style folds with axial plane schistosity.
2. SW-NE folding which deforms schistosity,
3. NIf-SE folding which deforms schistosity.4. Steep axis open folding, also warping schistosity,
which is thought to be contemporaneous with emplacement of the batholith.
Additional phases of deformation are: "cataclastic
deformation of the Idaho batholith and shear folding adjacent 
to the Bitterroot Range front" (Chase, 1968); a proposed 
"macroscopic anticlinal folding about a N-S axis and dia- 
piric uplift involving much of the Bitterroot Range" (Chase, 
1968); E-W trending faults which are cut by high-angle NE to 
SE faults (Nold, 1968).
However, in the present study area only three structural 
events have been recognized: horizontal NIf-SE and high angle
NE-SW folds, both of which deform the schistosity; and NE 
trending normal faults along the Bitterroot Range front (Berg, 
1964). No detailed structural analysis has been attempted, as 
yet in Bass Creek canyon.
Organization of the Text
Each major section or chapter in the text is a compila­
tion of data leading to a series of inferences or sub-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
conclusions. These inferences are integrated in the following 
chapters to continually build the ultimate conclusions of this 
study. Thus the order of appearance of each major section is 
governed, in a large respect, by the necessity of preceding 
information allowing development of conclusions while mini­
mizing repetition. To aid in comprehension, the longer 
sections contain brief summaries or sub-conclusions and all 
major sub-conclusions or inferences are integrated in a flow­
chart of metamorphic-structural and igneous events (i.e. Figs. 
8 and 9) near the end of the text.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PiRuro 2, Geolorcic and samnl e/ref crcnce location nan 
of the sttidv area in Bass Creek canyon. The Geolof^y is by Beriç, 1964.
LEGEND
Quaternary Alluviumi
“Granite”
Anorthosite
Quartzofeldspathie Gneiss
Sillimanite Gneiss
12-7 Samole/reference location for the present study
Sillimanite ;;̂ neiss mineral assemblecjes are indicated by the canitol letter foi lowing 
the sample number. See figure 3 for an explanation
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Figure 3, Mau of a oortion of the north wall of Bass 
Creek canyon (see figure 2) showing the 
geology and sample/reference locations, 
the geology is by Derg, 1964.
LRGRND
Quaternary Col.luvium
"Granite"
Anorthosite
Sillimanite Gneiss
11-2
138
206^
Sample/reference location for the present study
bamnle collected by Berg (1964), but previously- 
undescribed
Sample described by Berg (1964) and used in the 
present study
Sillimanite gneiss mineral assembleges are indicated bv the 
capitol letter following the sample number
A Muscovite, sillimanite, biotite, plagioclase, quartz-;
B Muscovite, biotite, plagioclase, quartz
C Biotite, plagioclase, quartz
D Sillimanite, biotite, plagioclase, quartz
E Biotite, plagioclase, quartz
F K-feldspar, sillimanite, plagioclase, biotite, quartz
G Same as F, see text page 15
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CHAPTER II 
S I L L I M A N I T E  G N E I S S
The sillimanite gneiss is a highly deformed rock of 
varied composition and texture. Similar style folds, 
deforming schistosity, vary in amplitude from a few 
centimeters in thin-section to a meter or more in the 
field. Textural and compositional variation (reflected 
in mineralogy) within a single outcrop, ranges from a 
schistose gneiss containing sillimanite, muscovite, biotite, 
orthoclase, plagioclase, and quartz to a poorly foliated 
biotite-quartzofeldspathic granitoid rock. Common accessory 
minerals include* chlorite, opaques, sphene, **epidote** 
(clinozoisite and epidote) apatite, and zircon. Garnet is 
rare and small (0.2mm) euhedral kyanite grains were found 
in two thin-sections as inclusions in plagioclase porphyroblasts.
Textural variation is closely associated with litho­
logie layering. The more "granitic layers", a few cm thick 
in thin-section to elongate pods 3-4m thick in outcrop, are 
concordant and generally have gradational contacts with the 
more micaceous layers of sillimanite gneiss. Compositionally 
these layers vary between granite and quartz diorite, and 
texturally are "hypidiomorphic” to "allotriomorphic" granular. 
Where present in the granitoid rocks, sillimanite occurs with 
muscovite along grain boundaries in what appears to be 
irregular pods and veins.
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Like the ^granitic** layers, more micaceous layers also 
have a vide variation in modal composition. Foliation is 
defined by biotite and less commonly muscovite. Sillimanite 
is commonly oriented parallel to the plane of foliation; but 
it is not particularly veil lineated.
Because Berg (1968) has described in detail the general 
petrography of these rocks, it vill not be repeated here.
Tvo features noted by Berg are vorth noting: K-feldspar is
perthitic and small "blocks” of K-feldspar are enclosed in 
plagioclase. These “blocks” are probably antiperthite and 
vere noted in three or four of the rocks described in the 
present study.
Conditions of Metamorphism
Six equilibrium mineral assemblages, reflecting both 
sillimanite zones of the amphibolite facies of regional 
metamorphism, are present in specimens studied from the 
sillimanite gneiss (for areal distribution, see Figs. 2 ,
3, and 6)t
A. Sillimanite - muscovite zone of the amphibolite facies
A_ Muscovite, sillimanite, biotite, plagioclase," quartz, + chlorite* and "epidote”*
. Muscovite, biotite, plagioclase, quartz * chlorite*
* retrograde and therefore not in equilibrium
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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S Compatible with either sillimanite-muscovite or sillimanite-orthoclase zones
Biotite, quartz, plagioclase ± K-feldspar, garnet, kyanite**, chlorite*, and epidote*
52 Sillimanite, biotite, plagioclase, quartz ± muscovite*, chlorite*, and kyanite**
53 Biotite, plagioclase, quartz, t, chlorite*
Sillimanite-orthoclase zone of the amphibolite facies
, Sillimanite, K-feldspar, biotite, plagioclase quartz + garnet, muscovite* **, chlorite*,
and epidote*
A^_2 Same as ; but sillimanite always separatedfrom orthoclase by muscovite.
Various features indicate minor but ubiquitous retro­
grade metamorphism* biotite is invariably partially altered 
to chlorite plus an opaque mineral (presumably ilmenite/magne- 
tite)I sericitization, in various stages, of plagioclase was 
frequently noted, and various epidotes (clinozoisite, zoisite, 
epidote and an unnamed mineral optically similar to epidote 
or allanite) occur in many rocks as euhedral, intragranular, 
undeformed crystals.
An additional partial retrograde reaction has taken 
place, making distinction between sillimanite-muscovite 
and sillimanite-orthoclase zone rocks somewhat interpretive1 
the production of muscovite and quartz from the breakdown of 
sillimanite and orthoclase. Thus many of the rocks examined
* retrograde and therefore not in equilibrium
♦* remnant and therefore not in equilibrium
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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contain two generations of muscovite. Remnant prograde 
muscovite forms subhedral to euhedral, fine-to-medium 
grained (i.e. 0.5-2mm in length), non-poikiloblastic 
crystals, which participate in the biotite foliation and 
are locally deformed. They are generally separated from 
quartz by another phase such as biotite. Where in contact 
with quartz, small anhedral K-feldspar crystals have 
formed. Retrograde or second generation (late) muscovites 
typically occur in two similar habits*
1. As large (2-4mm in length), poikiloblastic, patchy, euhedral crystals which most commonly are randomly oriented. However, muscovite with this habit defines a polygonally arced crenulation 
cleavage in one specimen; and a few bent or kink banded "retrograde** muscovites are present.These retrograde muscovites are commonly elongate 
parallel to the foliation, but normal to their cleavage.
2. As fine to coarse (i.e. 0.2 to 4mm), anhedral, 
patcy, poikiloblastic crystals, generally associated with sillimanite and sillimanite- 
orthoclase grain boundaries.
Retrograde muscovites of both habits may occur in a 
single specimen, "overgrowing" deformed sillimanite delineat­
ing polygonally arced crenulations or small folds. Often 
noted inclusions in muscovite in addition to sillimanite, 
include K-feldspar and undeformed quartz. This quartz is 
anhedral and contrasts markedly with quartz porphyroblasts, 
which are subhedral, deformed (i.e. strong undulose extinction), 
and commonly polygonised.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Subdivision of the sillimanite zone into the two zones 
was made on textural interpretation of compatibility between 
quartz and prograde muscovite; and sillimanite with ortho­
clase. Criteria are as follows*
1# Compatibility between quartz and primary muscovite is somewhat difficult to determine. Although most quartz is strained, a sufficient amount of this mineral appears to have recrystallized after major deformation (and consequently after the culmination of metamorphism) that incompatibilities which may have existed may not be preserved. However, in samples containing no orthoclase (i.e. assemblage 
Ag ), quartz-muscovite grain boundaries were usually ’’clean” • In specimens containing quartz 
and primary muscovite  ̂' hut without sillimaniteor K-feldspar, contacts between these phases were 
also clean. Sillimanite zone rocks (S^^ ̂ or 3̂  
contain only retrograde or ’’late” muscovite (as defined above) and thus compatibility with quartz would not represent maximum metamorphic "grade”.Rocks designated as sillimanite-orthoclase zone
4-2  ̂ contain a few quartz-primary muscovite grain contacts. Where they are in contact,K-feldspar is present or there are serrated "ratty” edges, filled in with a fine white ’’mica” (?) , suggesting disequilibrium. Presumably the dis­solved components have migrated to a more favorable 
nucléation site before recrystallizing.
2. Rocks designated sillimanite-orthoclase zone, in 
addition to incompatible cfuartz and primary muscovite, contained one or more of the following relationships between sillimanite and orthoclase* 
sillimanite included in K-feldspar, even if a film 
of muscovite intervened; common grain boundaries, 
which appeared compatible (i.e. no reaction products); sillimanite separated from orthoclase by a buffer zone of retrograde muscovite. The 
basis for the above interpretations is that 
virtually all the muscovite in the above relation­
ships is sericite or retrogressive, and not 
primary muscovite (as defined above), thus indicating sillimanite-orthoclase compatibility at a time previous to sillimanite + orthoclase muscovite + quartz.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Because of the sporadic distribution of sillimanite- 
muscovite zone rocks, seemingly as localized pockets within 
rocks of the sillimanite-orthoclase zone (see Fig. 2 and 3), 
no attempt was made to delineate the sillimanite-orthoclase 
- sillimanite-muscovite isograd on the scale of the detailed 
map of the anorthosite bodies. Most rocks compatible with 
both sillimanite-muscovite or sillimanite-orthoclase (i.e. 
those labeled S^, S2» or S^) are located in proximal to definite 
zone rocks.
The occurrence of localized pockets of sillimanite- 
muscovite zone rocks presents a problem. A similar occurrence 
has been dealt with by Evans and Guidotti (1966). They have 
studied a sillimanite-muscovite - sillimanite-orthoclase 
transition that takes place over a distance of some seven 
miles in which muscovite, sillimanite, orthoclase, and quartz 
occur in single specimens. This occurrence is not unlike the 
sillimanite-orthoclase zone rocks of the present study area, 
which locally contain *• remnant” muscovite which is interpreted 
as out of equilibrium with quartz, orthoclase, and sillimanite. 
Evans and Guidotti (1966) offer three hypotheses to account 
for this apparent dilemma1 (a) "Isograd surfaces are
parallel to the present land surface (b) •’Recrystalli­
zation and equilibrium did not keep pace with changing pressure-
temperature conditions”; i.e., ”P„ _ was lower than P. . ."2® total + rock
strength the start of the isograd reaction, but was caused to
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rise by the sudden increase in rate of dehydration” when
muscovite + quartz + albite component of plagioclase
orthoclase + sillimanite + H2O. Possibility (a) tentatively
can be eliminated by the distribution of sillimanite
orthoclase zone rocks immediately to the south across
the valley (after Hyndman, unpublished data) and a
similar sporadic occurrence of sillimanite-muscovite
zone rocks up to 10 miles south of the present study
area (Chase, verbal communication, August, 1971). Arguing
for possibility (b) is the occurrence of ”good” sillimanite-
muscovite zone rocks within a few feet of "good” sillimanite-
orthoclase zone rocks. The hypothesis involving initial
conditions such that P / P appears to explain the«20^  total
sillimanite zone distribution in the vicinity of the 
anorthosites in Bass Creek canyon* Assuming ^total*
the reaction of muscovite + quartz + albite (component 
of plagioclase)^Na-K feldspar + sillimanite + water 
would pivot to a lower temperature. As water was produced 
in the reaction, dependent on the breakdown of muscovite, 
the temperature of reaction would gradually shift back to 
higher temperature. Thus, as H2O was driven off during 
dehydration of muscovite, it is conceivable that it was 
structurally trapped in pockets, formed by folds within 
the sillimanite gneiss unit. The net effect of local zones 
of higher Pp̂ Q̂ would be to inhibit the dehydration reaction. 
This is somewhat speculative as neither the structural
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position of the localized zones of sillimanite-muscovite 
rocks, nor the compositions of individual phases (i.e. 
muscovite) are precisely known. In support of this reaction, 
similar to that described by Evans and Guidotti (1956) is 
the nature of plagioclase zoning consisting of a calcic 
core and a sodic rim which becomes more calcic toward the 
outer edge of the crystal, as described by Anderson (1959) 
in the sillimanite gneiss.
Pressure-temperature conditions necessary to produce 
the observed mineral assemblages in the sillimanite gneiss 
can be approximated with the aid of univarient experimental 
stability curves coordinated with observed field relation­
ships concerning the stability of minerals. The curves 
pertinent to trends in metamorphic conditions in the 
sillimanite gneiss are shown on Fig. 8.
Pétrographie Relationships
‘i.
On the scale of a thin-section or in the field, the 
sillimanite gneiss possesses a very tightly folded gneisso- 
sity. Polygonal arcing of biotite or sillimanite is not 
uncommon; and various degrees of mica recrystallization 
are present. The axes of these folds, oriented roughly 
NE-SW in the field, are characteristically sheared out and 
a poorly defined incipient axial plane schistosity has 
developed. This fabric is transposed over "earlier" folds 
in the foliation delineated by biotite and sillimanite.
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In other cases, these minerals are oriented at an angle of 
o o15-30 to the present foliation, parallel to this transposed 
foliation* Although a remnant foliation transposed by a 
later foliation indicates two structural events, there is 
no evidence suggestive of a break in thermal metamorphism*
That is, the two periods of deformation are compatible with 
one prograde regional metamorphism*
Six habits of sillimanite have been identified in the 
sillimanite gneiss unit; generally two or three in the same 
thin-section; (l) relatively large (i.e. l-2mm in end 
section) prismatic porphyroblasts, or fibrolite, commonly 
intergrown on or with biotite; (2) prismatic crystals form­
ing discrete layers or veins which weave around quartz and 
plagioclase porphyroblasts, commonly included in both 
minerals and in many cases delineating small folds or kink 
bands; (3) acicular fibrolite needles which are splayed out 
in rosette aggregates; (4) prismatic crystals, typically 
defining a series of small folds enclosed in a single 
porphyroblast of retrograde or late muscovite; (5) Subhedral 
to anhedral felted mats of "deformed" fibrolite, retaining 
various characteristics of biotite, especially variation in 
pleochroism; from readily apparent tan to almost indistinguish­
able pale brown; (6) individual, anhedral "clumps" of 
prismatic sillimanite to acicular fibrolite with little or 
no trace of biotite. Although sillimanite habits, variable 
within a single specimen, suggest epitaxial replacement of
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deformed biotite (proposed by Chinner, 1961), as in the 
sequence of habits 5-6-2 and 4, and reprecipitation of 
a fresh generation of biotite; there is no evidence for 
such a time relationship. However, support of this 
hypothesis comes from a similar, but better documented, 
relationship in the mica layers of the anorthosite (page 50) 
and the presence of very "clean" looking biotite associated 
with felted sillimanite-biotite mats or deformed "clean" 
sillimanite#
The significance of the replacement of deformed biotite 
by sillimanite with reprecipitation of a fresh generation of 
biotite, lies in the structural-metamorphic history of the 
sillimanite gneiss unit# The events delineated here are 
as followsI
1# Metamorphism coincident with a directed stress 
developed a schistosity, perhaps parallel to bedding, crenulation of this schistosity after temperatures and pressures of the biotite and perhaps the garnet zone have been reached 
(the few garnets present were devoid of internal structure and in many cases enclosed 
by the biotite-sillimanite foliation).
2, Epitaxial growth of sillimanite on deformed and 
undeformed biotite either contemporaneous with or after transposition of the original schistosity 
parallel to the present foliation.
3# "Post maximum-of-metamorphism folding" with NE-SW fold axes, in which most of the silli­manite appears to behave passively (i.e. deforms 
along with the biotite foliation) accompanied by 
shear of the now more brittle rocks allowing 
entry of fluids for retrograde metamorphism.
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Relationships suggestive of deformation coincident with 
or post-dating retrograde metamorphism are* the participation 
of retrograde muscovite in the youngest crenulation cleavage 
and along the youngest eixial plane schistosity developed by 
shear during this metamorphism; and deformed or kink banded 
retrograde muscovite. Further retrogression after this 
deformation is indicated by lack of these same features in 
chlorite.
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CHAPTER III 
A N O R T H O S I T E  C O N T A C T S
General features of anorthosite-sillimanite gneiss 
contacts, described by Berg (1968, p, 389) includei 
foliation in anorthosite is more pronounced at contacts, 
due to increase in biotite; foliation of the tvo rock 
types is generally concordant at contacts; the sillimanite 
gneiss becomes more quartzofeldspathic proximal to contacts 
with anorthosite. Additionally, there is no indication of 
a thermal metamorphism in the sillimanite gneiss proximal 
to the anorthosites. In general sillimanite-orthoclase 
zone rocks are prevalent around anorthosite, but they 
persist for at least two miles to the west of the area, 
probably too great a distance to be attributed simply to 
contact metamorphism.
Contacts with the sillimanite gneiss are quite variable, 
even along the border of a single anorthosite body. They 
are of three main typest sharp somewhat irregular, splayed 
or interfingering, and areas in which the two rock types are 
separated by granite (Berg's quartz monzonite gneiss, see 
page 30).
Knife sharp, somewhat irregular contacts are present 
on all scales; from small anorthosite pods (measured in 
meters) to localized zones along the contact of the largest 
anorthosite exposed in Bass Creek canyon.
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mafic (micaceous) zones. See text, page 27 for explana­
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Alternating "layers” of anorthosite and sillimanite 
gneissf along the northeastern border of the large anorthosite 
(stations 13-2, 13-3, Fig. 2 ), "grade” to the north and 
west into entirely sillimanite gneiss and to the south 
and east into massive anorthosite. Foliations in the two 
rock types are parallel; and the contacts are irregular 
but sharp. Note that useage of "grade" is somewhat inexact, 
as cover between outcrops limits tracing of the above 
relationship. This relationship perhaps results from 
shear of the relatively plastic sillimanite gneiss past 
the more brittle anorthosite during deformation.
Separation of anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss by 
granite is common in the western part of the area (Fig. 3) 
and around many small pods of anorthosite. This relationship 
is depicted in Fig. 4 in which a small, somewhat rectangular 
pod of anorthosite appears as a large augen enclosed in 
sillimanite gneiss. The mica foliation wraps around the 
pod developing "pressure shadows” occupied by coarse-grained, 
irregular pods of granitic rock. A thick micaceous zone 
separates anorthosite from more quartzofeldspathic gneiss 
(or schist). Presumably, during metamorphism, the sillimanite 
gneiss partially melted or was subjected to metamorphic 
differentiation in the higher pressure zones, giving rise 
to granitic fluids which migrated into the pressure shadow 
created by the semi-rigid anorthosite.
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Figure 5 depicts the intricate nature of the anorthosite- 
granite-sillimanite gneiss relationship on a larger scale. 
Foliations in the sillimanite gneiss and anorthosite appear 
to define an antiform. The granite foliation parallels the 
contact} which generally delineates the structure, but is 
discordant with respect to foliations of the other rock types. 
Note that this is somewhat interpretive as no detailed 
structural analysis was done and this picture is based upon 
limited attitude data. However, the discordant nature of 
granite-anorthosite contacts is more easily depicted on a 
smaller scale. At the lower margin of a small anorthosite 
mass (location 11-2), a granite dike continuous with a 
larger granite pod (Fig. 3), cuts the anorthosite foliation 
at a high angle. Here the granite foliation definitely 
parallels the contact (Plate I, Fig. A). At this same 
location, small irregularly shaped pods (Im^) of anorthosite 
are included in granite. In another contact between granite 
and anorthosite, foliations in both rock types are subparallel 
to the contact. However, the granite contains a rotated 
inclusion of anorthosite, with a foliation at a large angle 
to that in both rock types and to the contact (Plate I, Fig. B). 
The above relationships clearly indicate that the granite 
emplacement is not only later than the anorthosite, but 
also postdates the foliation in the sillimanite gneiss and 
anorthosite. While Berg (1968) noted the occurrence of 
granite dikes in anorthosite, he catagorized the granites
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Figure 5. Map showing sillimanite gneiss-granite 
anorthosite foliation relationshios. 
The foliations are diagramatically represented by the dashed lines. (The 
roan is modified from Berg, 1964^. See text, page 28 for explanation.
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as **quatz monzonite gneisses”, suggesting that foliation is 
due to metamorphism rather than flow as is apparently the 
case. Throughout this paper, granite is used in preference 
to "quartz monzonite gneiss".
Although somewhat tenuous, the relationships above 
(i.e. Fig. 5) are somewhat analagous to those of the small 
augen-like anorthosite pods (above - Fig. 4). It is con­
ceivable that during one phase of deformation, anatexis of 
sillimanite gneiss on the flanks of folds generated granitic 
magmas which migrated into lower pressure zones in the crests 
of folds. The more brittle anorthosite while bending to an 
extent, would fracture yielding access for the magmas which 
had been generated as the more plastic sillimanite gneiss 
deformed around the anorthosite.
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CHAPTER IV 
G R A N I T E
Large concordant sheets, irregular pods, and large 
Irregular bodies of granitic roclc occur within both the 
sillimanite gneiss and anorthosites. Compositionally 
these rocks vary between biotite granite ("quartz monzon­
ite") and biotite quartz diorite. Although a compositional 
continuum does not exist between end members, the quartz 
diorites are intimately intermixed with more granitic 
rocks, both in the sillimanite gneiss and anorthosite.
Most granite-sillimanite gneiss contacts are very 
sharp. Many small pods and concordant veins are separated 
from the more quartzofeldspathic gneiss by mafic selvages 
in the latter. Larger irregular pods and concordant sheets 
of granite have knife-sharp contacts with a moderately 
coarse-grained quartzofeldspathic "layer" which in turn 
grades into more micaceous sillimanite gneiss. This is 
expecially true where granite separates sillimanite gneiss
from anorthosite.
Tlie general petrography of these granites has been 
described in detail by Berg (1968, p. 391-392). Three 
features of these rocks are noteworthy here* Biotite is 
commonly altered to chlorite and opaques as in the sillimanite 
gneiss; and quartz, orthoclase, and rarely plagioclase have 
undulatory extinction, characteristic of post-recrystallization
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deformation. Both feldspars and quartz contain inclusions 
of each other.
These characteristics combined with the data on granite 
origin in the previous section suggest that while granite 
•'emplacement** postdates the regional foliation, the granite 
has been metamorphosed, deformed and undergone a retrograde 
metamorphism similar to the sillimanite gneiss. The nature 
of the various contacts with sillimanite gneiss indicate 
that while much of the granite generated remained in situ, 
significant amounts of magma have migrated from their site 
of origin. Some presumably have moved into noses of folds, 
whereas others did not. For example, the largest sheet of 
granite, in the studied area, is concordant and apparently 
located on the limb of a fold. Injection is indicated by 
lack of mafic selvages and a sharp contact with the enclosing 
sillimanite gneiss.
The mixture of granite and quartz diorite is common 
near anorthosite contacts. Granite-diorite, diorite-anortho- 
site, diorite, and anorthosite pods are also present in the 
sillimanite gneiss. According to Berg (1968, p. 390), modal 
compositions of quartz diorite associated with anorthosite 
do not differ significantly from those in the sillimanite 
gneiss. Perhaps the major difference is in composition of 
plagioclase; andesine near anorthosite, and oligoclase in 
sillimanite gneiss. Texturally the quartz diorites are 
similar to and have gradational contacts with anorthosite.
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The major difference between the quartz diorite and 
anorthosite is the presence of excessive amounts of 
quartz (i.e. 10-30%). The compositional continuum 
between quartz diorite and anorthosite and the lack of 
such a continuum with granite (Berg, 1968, p. 392) 
suggests a .genetic relationship between these two rock 
types (i.e. maximum of 2% K-feldspar in quartz diorite 
according to Berg, 1968). The key to this relationship 
may be in the occurrence of quartz diorite, although 
not exclusively, along the borders of anorthosite bodies.
The origin of quartz diorite and anorthosite will be 
discussed below. However, the behavior of a metamorphosed 
quartz diorite (tonalité), studied by Chase (1968), during 
deformation might serve as a model for the behavior of the 
anorthosites under similar conditions.
The metamorphosed tonalité is located in Kootenai 
Creek to the south of the present stvidy area. According 
to Chase (verbal communication, August, 1971), the borders 
have been tectonically sheared out into the surrounding 
country rock; and he suggested that a similar mechanism 
might explain the occurrence of small diorite and anortho­
site pods in Bass Creek canyon.
Utilizing Chaser's hypothesis, it is possible that during 
deformation, prior to the generation of granite magma as the 
micaceous sillimanite gneiss folded and sheared, the 
anorthosites were splayed out into the surrounding gneiss.
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With continued deformation, the relatively brittle anortho­
site would likely yield and pinch off into small blocks. 
Tectonic transport of these blocks during deformation of 
the sillimanite gneiss is not unlikely. During deformation 
and emplacement of the granites, blocks from the anorthosite 
contacts would conceiveably be caught up in the migrating 
magmas, thus accounting for the granite-quartz diorite pods 
in the area*
Support of the above hypothesis is furnished by the 
presence of at least one probable sheared contact between 
anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss previously noted. The 
occurrence of quartz diorite along anorthosite contacts 
(both with sillimanite gneiss and granite) in conjunction 
with the above mechanism explains the presence of quartz 
diorite-anorthosite pods noted by Berg (1964), as well as 
the small discrete pods of anorthosite and quartz diorite. 
This mechanism also explains the occurrence of a similar 
rock, quartz diorite, in two different hostsi sillimanite 
gneiss and granite.
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CHAPTER V 
A N O R T H O S I T E
The anorthosites, as described by Berg (1964, 1968) 
and Anderson (1959), are composed primarily of andesine 
to labradorite (average An^^) with minor chlorite (foliated 
and generally concentrated in thin lamellae several mm 
thick), quartz, biotite, K-feldspar, sphene, zircon, 
opaques, sillimanite, and red garnets. Texturally they 
have been described as porphyroblastic (Berg) or allotrio- 
morphic-granular and typically granoblastic (Anderson).
Plagioclase varies between 0.2mm and 3.5mm, with a 
general bimodal size distribution (Anderson, 1959, 
unpublished size distribution analyses). According to 
Berg (1968), plagioclase compositions vary from An̂ -y to 
Ang5 in an "average thin-section” (-^23“^”85 represent 
minimum and maximum in anorthosites, not in the same 
specimen). The nature of compositional variation is 
two-fold; due to varying composition of unzoned crystals 
and resulting from compositional zoning of a single grain. 
Most zoning is either normal or normal oscillatory with 
poorly defined zone boundaries. However, Anderson has 
delineated four types of zoning in plagioclasei (a) calcic 
core sharply bounded by a more sodic rim; (b) calcic core 
sharply bounded by a more sodic rim which becomes progres­
sively more calcic toward the grain boundary; (c) pro-
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gressive normal zoning, vith up to four distinct zonesj 
<d) simple progressive zoning with no boundaries.
Neither Berg nor Anderson could find any relationship 
between grain size and plagioclase composition or any 
significant systematic variation in plagioclase composition 
with respect to areal distribution in the anorthosites.
In addition to the plagioclase rocK described above, 
four other rock types, comprising no more than 5%, are 
present in these anorthosite bodiesi (a) thick (up to 
2mm) micaceous "layers” traceable for tens of meters, noted 
by both Berg and Anderson; (b) mafic anorthosite described 
by Anderson as a zone up to 70m wide on the eastern contact 
of the largest anorthosite body, which is texturally and 
compositionally similar to more massive anorthosite but 
contains more biotite or chlorite and is locally gneissic; 
(c) "quartz diorites” (previously discussed), variable in 
mafic content (discussed by Berg, 1964, as a tonalité; 
1968); (d) amphibolite pods and "layers" which Berg
concludes are texturally and mineralogically similar to 
amphibolites outcropping in the sillimanite gneiss, and 
thus of the same origin.
Field and Pétrographie Relationships 
Anorthosite
"Anorthosite”, defined here as containing greater 
than 90% plagioclase, comprises not less than 95% of the
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rocks exposed in the anorthosite bodies of Bass Creek 
canyon* It occurs in the smallest pods as well as the 
largest body. The general mineralogy has been previously 
noted, the only addition is the rare presence of kyanite, 
invariably included in plagioclase as small (. 2-* 5mm) 
euhedral crystals.
In addition to kyanite, other commonly noted 
inclusions in plagioclase are# anhedral, deformed (i.e. 
undulatory extinction) quartz and well twinned, unzoned 
plagioclase. Characteristics of compositional zoning of 
plagioclase, not previously discussed are* some calcic 
cores are irregularly shaped with no apparent relationship 
to external crystal shape; many plagioclase grains contain 
multiple cores; shape of sodic rims is not necessarily 
related to crystal shape, often only partially rimming 
the grain.
Deformation of plagioclase and the anorthosite in 
general is shown by bent twin lamellae and undulatory 
extinction on a small scale; and shear zones on a larger 
scale. Shear zones are characterized by layers (3-5mm 
thick) of two texturally, although not compositionally, 
distinct plagioclases (A sample from location 14-1, Fig. 2, 
contains these relationships, see Plate I, Fig. C).
Layers of large (1.5-3mm), zoned, complexly twinned, 
irregular plagioclase grains are separated by a zone of 
smaller (2.75mm), subhedral, equigranular plagioclase
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grains with simple twinning and weak or no zoning. These 
larger plagioclase crystal textures are reminiscent of 
igneous feldspar| whereas the smaller ones are characteristic 
of recrystallized, metamorphic grains. This relationship 
explains the faint layering observed by Berg, characterized 
by zones or layers selectively weathered deeper (i.e. sheared 
layers); and the meaning of Anderson's size distribution 
analyses.
Chlorite, after biotite, is the common ’’mafic” 
mineral in anorthosite. The alteration of biotite to 
chlorite produces a number of other minerals in various 
samples. Frequently noted reactions include*
1. biotite ^  chlorite + sphene
2. biotite ^  chlorite + opaques (magnetite?)3. biotite ^  chlorite + epidote * opaques (magnetite?)
4. biotite ^  chlorite + K-feldspar - opaques (magnetite?)
These reactions are based on observed intergrowths 
between the above mineral assemblages. Intense deformation 
of chlorite lamellae or layers is indicated by small 
isoclinal folds present in these lamellae (Plate II, Fig. B),
In addition to the chlorite association, ’’epidote” 
has two other habits; as an alteration product after 
plagioclase and as discrete, elongate, euhedral grains 
disseminated in minor quantities throughout the rock.
Quartz occurs primarily as anhedral grains inter­
stitial to plagioclase and in veins which cut plagioclase 
crystals. K-feldspar is present as small (.2mm) euhedral 
crystals in plagioclase (Berg, 1968), and as subhedral to
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anhedral» small (0.5mm to 1.0mm) grains intergranular to 
plagioclase. Calcite was found in one sample (587) as a 
late mineral in trace quantities.
In a sample from a small pod of anorthosite (location 
7—1)» one small (.2mm) altered» crystal enclosed in 
plagioclase was tentatively identified as hypersthene*.
Micaceous Lavers
Occurring throughout the larger anorthosite bodies 
are rare schistose aluminosilicate-bearing micaceous layers. 
Primarily composed of "phlogopitic biotite" (0-55%) or 
chlorite (0-33%) these layers also contain extremely 
variable amounts of plagioclase (0-55%), quartz (0-30%)» 
muscovite (0-35%)» K-feldspar (0-3%)» sillimanite (0-45%)» 
kyanite (0-10%) » cordierite (0-35%) » and locally corundum 
(4 specimens, Tr-10%)» and tourmaline (4 specimens» 1-2%) 
(These are visually estimated percentages for each sample). 
Compositions vary from layer to layer within a discrete 
anorthosite body, even within a single layer over a distance 
of less than a meter. Some of the local variation consists
♦The basis for identification \ms two-fold. Optically the mineral is biaxial negative, with only one cleavage visible in a section perpendicular to y (unlike Icyanite which has 
two cleavages visible perpendicular to y)• Texturally, it was separated from the plagioclase by a fine colorless mica. 
However, a "chlorite" separates the white mica from the "hypersthene".
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of layers containing an inner core of sillimanite and 
**phlogopite**f bounded by zones containing less silli­
manite, more plagioclase and "biotite" which "grade" 
into the enclosing anorthosite*
The transition from micaceous layer to anorthosite 
is, in most cases, quite abrupt* The major changes 
occurring across a contact are the rapid coarsening 
of the major minerals (i*e* plagioclase and mica in 
the layer); a change from chlorite/biotite (in anortho­
site) to "phlogopitic biotite" and the appearance of 
alumino-silicate minerals (kyanite, sillimanite, and 
cordierite in the layer). There is no significant change 
in An content passing from layer to anorthosite* (i.e* 
within the limits of variation in one sample, An^^-An^g).
While continuous through an outcrop, micaceous layers 
do vary in thickness from a few cm to more than a meter in 
a short distance of 3-5m* Although layers are traceable 
for distances of tens of meters, deformation seems to 
prevent following all but a few across even the smallest 
anorthosite bodies*
Intense deformation of these layers is indicated by 
pronounced slickensides, marking contacts between layer and 
more "massive anorthosite"; truncation of chlorite lamellae
♦Plagioclase compositions from specimen 5-3A, which is from a contact between mafic anorthosite and a thick layer, varied from An^^ (furthest from the layer) to 
An^2 the contact with the thick layer.
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or layers along shear zones; acute isoclinal folds, with 
a wave lengths of some five meters. Moreover, the mica 
foliation, within a layer, is intensely crenulated.
Schistosity is always parallel to layer orientation, 
which is generally east-west throughout the area. However, 
near contacts with the sillimanite gneiss, the relationship 
between foliation (layer orientation) and the contact is 
unclear. Commonly between one anorthosite outcrop and the 
next, the orientation of layers changes from the general 
east-west orientation to one concordant with the north-south 
contact. In areas of continuous outcrop, as contacts are 
approached, the layers appear to pinch out or are not 
consistently oriented, suggesting dislocation of blocks of 
anorthosite containing these layers (this pertains to the 
thinner lamellae of the mafic anorthosite as well).
In the eastern part of the large anorthosite body 
(near locations 9-1 and 9-2, Fig. 2), the layers trend 
northeast-southwest and have a high westward dip. Consider­
ing the deformation delineated above and the general east- 
west trend of the layers, it is conceivable that these 
are limbs of isoclinal folds representing one or more 
east-west-trending layers.
The data presented above suggests, in part, reasons 
for the discontinuity of layers. Although the micaceous 
layers would deform rather readily, the more competent 
anorthosite probably ruptures in areas of very tight
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folding* Therefore, it is not surprising that many layers 
arc discontinuous, especially near contacts and in the 
vicinity of proposed fold hinges*
Mafic Anorthosite
Mafic anorthosite contains greater than 10% mafics 
but is texturally similar to anorthosite; i.e., the 
habits of plagioclase, quartz and biotite or chlorite 
are essentially the same in both rock types as are the 
compositions of the plagioclase* In addition to an 
increase in biotite, other differences between mafic 
anorthosite and anorthosite are the presence, in the 
former, of sillimanite and occasionally kyanite, staurolite, 
garnet, and corundum* Mafic anorthosite is common near 
the contacts of larger anorthosite bodies (i.e. those 
with dimensions measured in tens of meters) with the 
sillimanite gneiss* These are the rocks mentioned by 
Berg (1968) and Anderson (1959) as containing the greater 
abundance of mafics near margins of anorthosites. Accord­
ing to Anderson, and based on X-ray diffraction, the Fe/Mg 
ratio of the **biotitic micas” increases toward a contact 
with sillimanite gneiss*
Although the micas are not usually concentrated into 
lamellae, locally zones of laminated mafic anorthosite 
separate anorthosite from typical mafic (non-layered) 
anorthosite* These "gneissic” anorthosites appear to be
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a combination of anorthosite or mafic anorthosite and 
micaceous layers, and occur in localized zones along 
the northeastern and western border zone of the largest 
anorthosite, the contacts of a small body (i.e. traverses 
#5 and 7, Fig. 6) and the eastern part of the large 
anorthosite (in the vicinity of location 9-1 and 9-2,
Fig. 2, where typical mafic anorthosite was not present). 
These rocks are characterized by alternating continuous 
"layers” (2-lOcm thick) of biotite/chlorite anorthosite 
(extremely varible in mafic content) and micaceous layer. 
Texturally the biotite/chlorite anorthosite is reminiscent 
of the previously described "anorthosite”. On the other 
hand, the more micaceous layers contain biotite (much less 
phlogopitic component than the thicker layers) and 
aluminosilicates (i.e. sillimanite, kyanite, and cordierite), 
plagioclase, and in one sample of mafic anorthosite 
staurolite, and garnet.
Transition from plagioclase "layer” to more micaceous 
"layer" is very similar to that from anorthosite to thick 
micaceous layer. Again the changes are abrupt, marked by 
an increase in grain size, biotite/chlorite ratio (i.e. from 
"all" chlorite in "massive" layer to ."all" biotite in 
micaceous layer); and the appearance of aluminosilicates. 
Present between some of the micaceous layers are zones of 
large plagioclase porphyroblasts which are elongate parallel
to the foliation. These are likely recrystallized sheared
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plagloclase» Weaving between these large porphyroblasts 
is a thin layer of biotite, sillimanite, and smaller 
plagioclase grains oriented parallel to the other "layers" 
in the sample. The distance between micaceous laminae, 
though variable, appears to be controlled by the thickness 
of the laminae.
Pétrographie Description: Micaceous Lavers and Mafic
Anorthosite
The thin micaceous lamellae of the mafic anorthosite, 
in essence, are smaller versions of the thick micaceous 
layers; containing the same mineralogy which participates 
in similar textures. Because the important differences 
have been noted above, the pétrographie relationships 
delineated in these units will be discussed simultaneously 
without regard to rock type.
Six general mineral assemblages, which do not reflect 
equilibrium, illustrate the bulk composition of the 
micaceous layers and mafic anorthositei
1. Plagioclase, quartz, K-feldspar, sillimanite, 
phlogopite/blotite with kyanite or kyanite 
and cordierite + muscovite and chlorite.
2. Plagioclase, quartz, sillimanite, phlogopite/biotite with kyanite or 
kyanite and cordierite - muscovite 
and chlorite.
3* Plagioclase, quartz, sillimanite with 
kyanite or kyanite and K-feldspar t chlorite and muscovite.
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4* Plagioclase, quartz with kyanite or phlogopite/biotite, hornblende or 
K-feldspar or hornblende and biotite/ phlogopite ^ chlorite and muscovite.
5, Plagioclase, sillimanite, phlogopite/ biotiteI with kyanite and cordierite 
or corumdum or cordierite; K-feldspar or staurolite and garnet ^ chlorite and muscovite.
6. Sillimanite, phlogopite/biotite with cordierite or cordierite and kyanite chlorite and muscovite.
Whereas the relative abundance of a component and 
bulk composition of layer and lamellae vary, habits of 
Individual phases, where present, are remarkably constant. 
Therefore, rather than discussing these rocks by the 
recognized assemblages, pétrographie relationships and 
subsequent conclusions regarding these relationships will 
be outlined for each mineral.
Plagioclase
Plagioclase habits, with respect to compositional 
zoning in these rocks, are similar to those in anorthosite. 
Most common are normally zoned crystals with well defined 
calcic cores and sodic rims, and unzoned crystals. An 
unusual type of zoning was noted in a few plagioclase 
••porphyroblasts” in the thick layers. Three distinct zones,
where the."rim” and core have identical composition (e.g.
An , location 166, Fig. 3) whereas the middle zone is 63
more calcic (i.e. An gg)«
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Often occurring as large augen-like poikiloblasts 
(up to 7mm)« the plagioclase is elongate parallel to the 
foliation. Common inclusions are quartz, well zoned and 
complexly twinned plagioclase grains, biotite, anhedral 
K-feldspar, sillimanite, kyanite, and occasionally tourma­
line and apatite. Sillimanite needles often cross 
plagioclase-mica grain boundaries. Many of these larger 
plagioclase grains are composite, composed of four to 
five smaller crystals. Also present are large zones of 
smaller, irregularly bounded plagioclase grains with 
approximately the same optical orientation suggesting 
a fractured porphyroblast. Additionally a few smaller 
subhedral to euhedral, well twinned, non-poikilitic 
plagioclase grains are present in these rocks.
Five inferences can be made with regard to the 
crystallization history of plagioclase.
1. It is very similar to some of the plagioclase in the anorthosite and 
thus should reflect the same history.
2. Plagioclase grains have extensively 
recrystallized at least once, as indicated by the composite grains and occasional remnant plagioclase 
inclusions.
3. Judging from the inclusions (i.e. kyanite and mica) this recrystallization took 
place after growth of these minerals, but presumably contemporaneous with or before 
sillimanite nucleated (i.e. sillimanite 
crosses grain boundaries between plagioclase and other phases).
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4. Further that the plagioclase has been 
subsequently deformed, after growth of sillimanite. This is suggested by helicitic plagioclase grains which 
contain lineated sillimanite rotated at a large angle to the foliation, 
and the fracturing of plagioclase porphyroblasts.
5i The strange compositional zoning is 
possibly related to an influx, by diffusion, of calcium or alumina.
Quartz
Like plagioclase, quartz commonly forms large 
subhedral augen poikiloblasts (up to 7-8mm). It also 
occurs as composite grains (original grain boundaries 
distinguishable) and as fractured porphyroblasts. Quartz 
is invariably strained and less commonly polygonised.
Quartz also occurs as irregular, unstrained, anhedral 
intergrowths, with or in muscovite and fine-medium-grained 
crystals intergranular to plagioclase. Common inclusions 
in quartz are* biotite, chlorite, muscovite, and occasion­
ally plagioclase and sillimanite.
Although the number of times quartz has been deformed 
and recrystallized is not known, it appears that at least 
one recrystallization was sandwiched between two 
deformations.
K-feldspar
Present in only five samples, K-feldspar occurs in 
a variety of habitsi intergrown with "white mica" and
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chlorite, as small subhedral intergranular crystals, as 
euhedral blocks in plagioclase, and intimately associated 
with biotite-sillimanite intergrowths. K-feldspar 
associated with biotite and chlorite (it is intergrown 
with chlorite and rims, and is rimmed by, biotite) appears 
to be part of a retrograde reaction. The small euhedral 
blocks of K-feldspar which occur in plagioclase (as 
described by Berg, 1968) are probably antiperthite; and 
the subhedral intergranular habit of this mineral is 
perhaps attributable to exsolution of orthoclase from the 
plagioclase or influx of potassium.
Although associated and in apparent equilibrium with 
sillimanite in only one specimen, retrograde or late 
muscovite-quartz rims K-feldspar in other samples.
Tlius it appears that given the appropriate composition, 
K-feldspar has nucleated and grown in equilibrium with 
sillimanite.
'
sillimanite
Growth of sillimanite has occurred in various habits, 
none of which are particularily associated with a specific 
layer or composition; more than one habit is present in a 
single thin-section and both coarsely crystalline sillimanite 
and fibrolite occur in all specimens. Large linear bundles 
of acicular fibrolite often grade into single crystals of 
sillimanite. Conversion of kyanite to sillimanite especially
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in two samples where kyanite is not exclusively included 
in plagioclase, is marked by knife-sharp, slightly 
irregular boundaries between the two minerals ; with 
fibrolite growing parallel to the C-axis of kyanite.
In a few cases fibrolite rims kyanite and occasionally 
fibrolite pods occur with euhedral boundaries, reminiscent 
of kyanite.
Occasionally, sillimanite defines kink bands. Three 
habits of sillimanite are apparently related to this 
occurrenceI
1# Sillimanite growing on kink banded biotite, which is oriented at 45^to the present 
foliation defined by fresh, undeformed micas (e,g, biotite) which are only slightly 
corroded by sillimanite,
2, Sillimanite defines kink bands, in which 
the original phlogopitic biotite is delineated only as being a slightly brownish pleochroic anhedral mat,
3, Sillimanite delineating kink bands, in which there is no trace of an original mica.
Figure 7 shows the typical relationship of sillimanite 
defining a kink band. Here a "second" growth of sillimanite 
(linear blebs) occur along the deformed area, perpendicular 
to the structure, and as static overgrowths of the 
sillimanite defining the kink bands. The magnesian micas 
defining the present foliation are undeformed (no kink 
bands) and thus post-kinematic.
The above relationships imply, although a time sequence 
from one observed habit to the next cannont be demonstrated.
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that a first generation of biotite (phlogopite) nucleated 
and grew; then near the stability field of sillimanite 
(or before) the mica was deformed. This was followed by 
epitaxial growth of sillimanite and reprecipitation of 
biotite (phlogopite) as a second generation. The growth 
of the linear blebs of sillimanite can be attributed to 
one of two processes* either a reorientation of stress, 
the sillimanite growing synkinematically perpendicular to 
the maximum stress, with static overgrowth on pre-existing 
sillimanite accounting for those "blebs" parallel to the 
original sillimanite (fibrolite); or more than likely this 
relationship signifies only one deformation with subsequent 
growth of sillimanite along the high energy environment 
(the less stable, bent zone) as well as overgrowth of 
pre-existing sillimanite possibly related to an influx of
alumina during continued metamorphism.
*
Cordierite
Cordierite invariably encloses sillimanite as well as 
most other minerals present in these rocks. It occurs as 
rims on plagioclase poikiloblasts and as large, discrete, 
anhedral poikiloblasts, which are locally fractured into 
many smaller grains. In addition to sillimanite (including 
felted mats of fibrolite), common inclusions are euhedral 
kyanite, anhedral to subhedral plagioclase, phlogopite 
(biotite), and chlorite. There is no indication of incompati-
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bility of cordierite with sillimanite or kyanite. However, 
kyanite is generally going to sillimanite. Incompatibility 
with phlogopite (or biotite) is strongly suggested by ever 
present "uralitic** amphibole or fine colorless zones of a 
fibrous mineral up to ,3mm thick which separates the two 
minerals.
Cordierite also contains in a few cases what appears 
to be a helicitic texture. However, this could be inter­
preted as syntectonic (i.e. snowball). In one specimen, it 
appears that a foliation has been “superposed” over the 
cordierite, as indicated by presence of the foliation, the 
elongate nature of the porphyroblast, and extinction 
parallel to the foliation.
The cordierite is characteristically magnesium-rich, 
containing little iron. Optical relief is much less than 
plagioclase and balsam; with one exception (in a sample of 
mafic anorthositeI 7-10) it was found only with non- 
pleochroic or very slightly pleochroic micas (i.e. phlogo­
pite or magnesium-rich biotite). However, cordierite was 
not identified in all specimens containing weakly pleochroic 
mica.
Alteration of cordierite is widespread. A greenish 
white mica ("pinite”) and "sericite” fill fractures, occur 
along grain boundaries (even inclusions), and in places 
appears to be spreading through whole crystals of
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cordierite*.
The textural relationships delineated above suggest 
the following interpretations x
1* Cordierite crystallized with or before
the last folding of these rocks ("helicitic** or snowball texture, fractured porphroblasts, 
and transposed foliation)•
2# It was the last **major" mineral in these 
rocks to crystallize (inclusions, rimming of plagioclase).
3. The lack of compatibility with phlogopite 
(biotite) plus the numerous inclusionsof sillimanite suggest that the resulting solution of phlogopite (biotite), during replacement by sillimanite, may have 
partially contributed components for cordierite.
4. Inclusions of anhedral plagioclase may 
indicate replacement of this mineral by cordierite. Conceivably plagioclase served as a site of nucléation for cordierite, 
resulting in solution and later reprecipitation 
of plagioclase.
5. The apparent compatibility of cordierite with 
' sillimanite, which is compatible withorthoclase, and the lack of andalusite in 
these rocks indicate high temperatures and moderate pressures during this phase of metamorphism (see Fig. 8),
6. Although there is no chemical reason for 
incompatibility of kyanite and cordierite, the occurrence of the minerals together is uncommon (Hyndman, 1972). Because kyanite 
appears unstable with respect to sillimanite, it is feasible to consider kyanite a remnant 
mineral. However, this occurrence may indicate a higher pressure of stability for cordierite
*Tliis alteration coupled with low optical relief, quartzose 
appearance and biaxial negative character, along with an 
X-ray powder photograph, were the main bases for identifica­tion of cordierite.
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as suggested by the experimental work 
of Hirschburg (in Winkler, 1967, p. 180).
7* Alteration of cordierite is also compatible with a retrograde metamorphism.
Phlogopi te/Bioti te
Magnesian micas occurring in micaceous layers and 
mafic anorthosite have varying compositions, as indicated 
by two groups of pleochroic formulae in these mineralsi 
zstan or reddish brown (very few), these are presumably 
Fe-rich biotites and include all those micas of the mafic 
anorthosite (schistose and gneissic) and one micaceous 
layer (samples 7-3a and 7-3b, a layer 10-15cm thick in 
a mafic zone); z=colorless or almost colorless to pale 
brownish green* or light tan, these Mg-rich micas occur 
in the thicker layers.
The micas define layers as well as schistosities 
within these rocks. This foliation, in turn, delineates 
a crenulation cleavage, in which sillimanite behaves 
passively. These folds are polygonally arced and show 
various stages of recrystallization, but bent mica is not 
common. Alteration of "biotite” is somewhat common 
throughout the thick layers, and mafic anorthosite. Most 
common products of biotite alteration are chlorite, - 
opaques and rarely sphene. Alteration is not uniform;
♦These micas have a birefringence similar to muscovite, but 
when checked (if possible) they invariably had a small 
negative 2V (i.e. 0-10*̂ ).
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relative to biotite some specimens contain only chlorite, 
whereas other layers have less than 1% chlorite. In 
general, those rocks containing excessive amounts of 
chlorite are also more heavily sericitized (i.e. plagioclase 
and cordierite).
Thus, these rocks appear to have been deformed twice. 
The first is **during** metamorphism, as indicated by the 
kink-banded micas, and the second is late metamorphic 
deformation responsible for the present orientation of 
the layers and the small folds present on the scale of 
both the outcrop and thin-section.
Muscovite
With one possible exception, all the muscovite in 
these rocks is **sericite'* or retrograde (as described 
above). Much of this mineral is associated with sillimanite 
and cordierite. In specimen 5-1 (Fig. 6), a retrograde;- 
appearing muscovite is kink banded and contains anhedral 
blebs of sillimanite growing perpendicular to the mica 
cleavage along the deformed areas of this mineral. The 
main implication of these "muscovites" is that a retrograde 
metamorphism has occurred in these rocks. The lack of 
K-feldspar, makes it seem very unlikely that primary 
muscovite was ever a major constituent of these rocks.
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Staurolite and Garnet
One specimen of mafic anorthosite (7-2, see Fig, 6) 
contains small subhedral patchy staurolite crystals which 
are rimmed or enclosed by patchy, slightly larger 
poikiloblastic garnets (Plate IV, Fig, A), The smaller 
plagioclase crystals in contact with these minerals are 
compositionally zoned. This zoning is very irregular and 
is apparently related to the reaction producing garnet. 
Felted mats of fibrolite (sillimanite) occur throughout 
this rock and a few of these may be involved in the 
staurolite-garnet reaction (i.e, sillimanite occurs with 
or in garnet/staurolite in a few places). Small anhedral 
garnet and staurolite grains are included in larger 
plagioclase ‘'porphyroblasts”, which do not have the 
strange zoning and also occur along grain boundaries.
Garnet poikiloblasts are elongate parallel to the foliation 
in the rock. In one place biotite is surrounded by and 
appears to have been “replaced" by garnet.
The reaction between staurolite and garnet is unclear. 
Additional phases apparently involved in this reaction are 
the anorthite component of plagioclase, sillimanite, and 
perhaps biotite. The staurolite is a remnant mineral which, 
apparently did not go to kyanite, but rather after silliman­
ite became stable, reacted to form garnet. Conceivably 
the anorthosite has been subjected to metamorphism since
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the staurolite zone, and the garnet nucleated and grew in 
the sillimanite zone before the last deformation of these 
rocks#
Corundum
Corundum is a semi-major constituent (approximately 
10%) in two rocks, both of which are from the same 
micaceous layer in anorthosite. Corundum varies between 
2.0mm subhedral plates up to 5mm long to 0,02mm anhedral 
blebs. Corundum forms composite pods with plagioclase and 
sillimanite* Anhedral crystals of corundum also are 
disseminated in the phlogopite-sillimanite foliation*
Plates of corundum are generally aligned parallel 
to the schistosity, but a few cases exist in which the 
corundum is oriented at large angles to the mica foliation 
either in rosettes or at a general 30 inclination. In one 
case the corundum plates roll over parallel to the schisto­
sity at the end of the pod (Plate IV, Fig, 0). These 
habits suggest that crystallization of corundum may have 
been contemporaneous with deformation and conceivably 
continued after this event (i.e. the rosettes).
Corundum also occurs in minute quantities (i.e. one 
or two grains) in two other specimens* in a rock believed 
to represent the contact of the corundum-bearing layer noted 
above and mafic anorthosite; and in a specimen of mafic 
anorthosite. All corundum-bearing specimens were collected
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from one small anorthosite body. However, a piece of 
anorthosite float from the large anorthosite body appears 
to contain a euhedral corundum crystal about l-2cm long.
The mode of occurrence in mafic anorthosite is as one small 
(i.e. 2-3mm), subhedral crystal which is altered to 
sillimanite in one part of the grain.
Transition from mafic anorthosite to corundum-bearing 
layer is marked by a decrease in quartz, the occurrence of 
kyanite (again enclosed in plagioclase), and the small 
grain of corundum near the border of the layer. Quartz 
is separated from this grain of corundum by 3-4cm. Toward 
the center of the layer, moderately abundant corundum is 
partially inundated by sillimanite, and kyanite is absent. 
The occurrence of corundum altered to sillimanite 
indicates that a few micaceous layers and some segments 
of mafic anorthosite were at some period saturated with 
alumina. The alumina saturation in localized zones, such 
as the micaceous layers, suggests that alumina diffused 
from the anorthosite into these layers. Presumably the 
occurrence of corundum in mafic anorthosite also results 
from excess alumina in a silica deficient zone suggesting 
migration of Alumina.
Although sillimanite has crystalized after corundum, 
where present, this does not necessarily imply that all 
the sillimanite in these rocks (mafic anorthosite and 
micaceous layers) formed in this way. The isolated
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occurrences of corundum seem related to the origin of the 
micaceous layers and mafic anorthosite; i.e. silica 
deficiency was presumably localized. The similar crystalli­
zation histories of sillimanite and corundum (i.e. between 
the two deformations) suggests that sillimanite was 
crystallizing in most of the rocks at the same time that 
corundum was growing in a few isolated localities.
Therefore, it is likely that sillimanite growth was also 
related to local diffusion of aluminum.
Summary of Metamorohic History of the Anorthosjtes
Metamorphism and deformation of the anorthosite bodies 
in Bass Creek canyon is somewhat complex. As noted above, 
there are at least two periods of deformation **during” 
metamorphism; and these rocks have apparently been subjected 
to variable pressure-temperature conditions as indicated 
by the presence of chlorite, biotite ("phlogopite”), garnet, 
staurolite, kyanite, sillimanite, and cordierite. Presumably, 
these minerals nucleated and grew under conditions in which 
they were stable. Based only on the pétrographie relation­
ships noted above, the proposed sequence of events, after 
initial growth of biotite and diffusion of alumina, is as 
followst
1, Deformation of plagioclase and biotiteprior to the crystallization of sillimanite; 
possibly during metamorphic conditions in which kyanite was the stable aluminum silicate
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polymorph. Staurolite did not break down to form kyanite, suggesting these minerals may have been compatible.
2. Recrystallization of plagioclase,
nucléation and ̂ growth of corundum in silicate deficient rocks, replacement 
of deformed "biotites*' by sillimanite in silica saturated rocks, reprecipitation 
of biotitic mica occurred with continued metamorphism.
3* (?) Staurolite perhaps breaks doTm to
form garnet, within the stability field of sillimanite.
4* Nucléation and growth of cordierite prior to and during the "last" major phase of deformation. Compatibility with sillimanite suggests that this deformation involved a change in pressure, presumably reflecting 
uplift during metamorphism of part of the Bitterroot Range. This deformation is responsible for large scale folding of 
layers and small scale crenulation of micas. Intimately associated with the waning stages of this deformation is the 
introduction of excess silica into the 
corundum-bearing layer to form sillimanite.
5. Recrystallization caused polygonal arcing of crenulation cleavage.
6. Retrograde or incipient metamorphism resulting from fluids which presumably entered along shear zones generated in the anorthosite during the "last" deformation; or possibly during a macroscopic E-W folding noted by both Nold (1968) and Chase (1968). The small size of the present study area likely precludes recognition of the large scale 
folds associated with this deformation.
Field Relationships
The field relationship between anorthosite, mafic 
anorthosite and the thick micaceous layers is illustrated
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in Fig, 6, Partially separating sillimanite gneiss from 
anorthosite is a small irregular, linear amphibolite pod 
or layer. In turn, a zone of mafic anorthosite (perhaps 
2m thick) separates the amphibolite or sillimanite gneiss 
from a zone of gneissic anorthosite vhich in turn grades 
into anorthosite. The first layer encountered is 
isoclinally folded and pinched out toward the upper contact. 
Composed principally of biotite, plagioclase, and quartz, 
this layer contains no aluminosilicate minerals. Texturally 
it is essentially the same as many amphibolite layers in 
the anorthosite (i.e, appreciable amounts of apatite and 
magnetite, poikolitic plagioclase, and biotite). The 
hypothesis is that this biotite layer was once an amphibo­
lite layer in the anorthosite.
Separating this biotite layer from a corundum, silli­
manite, plagioclase, phlogopite layer is a zone of 
anorthosite. The corundum-bearing layer (Im thick)
"grades” into a mafic anorthosite which in turn contacts 
the sillimanite gneiss. Note that the "biotitic" mica on 
the border of the corundum layer is biotite (the center 
contains phlogopite).
The northeastern border zone of the largest anorthosite 
body is very similar to the small pod just discussed,
A zone of almost exclusively amphibolite float (15-25m 
wide) separates sillimanite gneiss from anorthosite. The 
lower extent of this float zone is marked by an outcrop of
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amphibolite (rare in this area), which is apparently 
concordant with sillimanite gneiss, but in fault contact 
with the anorthosite (surmised on the basis of discordant 
foliations)• Contacts with the sillimanite gneiss below 
this zone, where present, are marked by scattered outcrops 
of mafic anorthosite and anorthosite. All along the 
contact, mafic anorthosite is locally laminated. This 
laminated or mafic zone in turn appears to grade into a 
layered sequence characterized by intermittent thick 
micaceous layers separated by anorthosite; which grades 
farther from the contact into typical anorthosite.
Foliations in the mafic anorthosite are concordant to 
the contact (i.e. north-south), The first layers encountered 
are also oriented north-south, but in the main body of 
anorthosite the foliation trends east-west. Toward the 
middle of the large anorthosite, a sequence of thick mica 
layers is encountered (at location 9-2), In this area, 
there is no typical mafic anorthosite (i.e. unlayered; 
rather a mixture of anorthosite, thick micaceous layers 
and laminated mafic anorthosite. The outcrop at this 
location consists of zones of 2-3mm wide micaceous layers 
(about 1cm apart) which are separated by 8-lOm of 
anorthosite. Within one of the foliated anorthosite zones, 
thick (2m) micaceous layers are present. Toward the core 
of the body (west) (Fig. 2)» the next outcrop consists 
only of anorthosite with intermittent lamellae.
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Note that mafic anorthosite zones do not always contain 
thicX micaceous layers, nor are these thick laminae always 
associated with zones of fine mica layers in mafic 
anorthosite. West across the largest body, zones of 
mafic anorthosite are present along the western contact 
(i.e. locations 12-4 to 12-1). Although no thick layers 
were found, much mica schist float is present and in 
places the soil is extremely micaceous. The western 
contacts are marked by another zone of gneissic anorthosite 
containing lamellae up to several cm thick (i.e. 5-15cm).
The lower contact, with granite, is marked by slickensides 
and sheared anorthosite.
Thus, the large anorthosite body appears to be a 
layered body, characterized by alternating zones of 
dominately anorthosite, thick micaceous layers, and mafic 
anorthosite. Unfortunately the amount of structural 
repetition is not known. Considering the deformation 
heretofore described, it is conceivable that faulting 
and folding have produced part of this repetition*
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CHAPTER VI 
A M P H I B O L I T E S
Amphibolite pods and layers are common within the 
anorthosites, separating anorthosite from sillimanite 
gneiss; and occurring within the sillimanite gneiss* 
Although there are three modes of occurrence for these 
rocks, their components are remarkably similar; primarily 
containing hornblende, plagioclase (Ang^, according to 
Berg, 1968), and quartz with variable minor amounts of 
garnet, biotite, chlorite, apatite, magnetite, and sphene. 
However, texture makes those associated with anorthosite 
readily distinguishable from those outcropping in the 
sillimanite gneiss: amphibolites from the sillimanite
gneiss unit are fine-medium grained, well layered (i.e. 
quartz, hornblende and plagioclase), and the hornblende 
is well lineated. Contacts are always sharp.
Although amphibolites associated with anorthosite 
commonly have gradational contacts, knife sharp contacts 
are also present, especially in small pods. Berg (1968) 
reports gradational contacts of 6m, although those across 
a span of a few cm are most common. Plagioclase (in the 
anorthosite) near amphibolite sheets is similar in composi­
tion to plagioclase of the mafic rock (i.e. averaging 
around An^^ with cores up to An^^, after Berg, 1964). 
Tcxturally these rocks are medium-coarse grained and
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hornblende is not as well lineated whereas layering is 
either poorly defined or non-existent*
According to Berg (1968, 1964), amphibolite layers 
and pods, varying in thicKness from Bern to 1* 5m, are 
continuous for distances of 10-15m, Orientation of these 
layer-like bodies parallels the local anorthosite foliation* 
Note that layers frequently have gradational contacts, 
whereas the pods usually have very sharp contacts with the 
hose (anorthosite). The relationships above are similar 
to those in the micaceous layers, in that all tabular
or layer-like bodies seem continuous for only short
distances* Anderson (1959) noted that many of the 
smaller pods contained an east-west alignment of hornblende, 
but the bodies were elongate north-south* This is possi­
bly related to the intense isoclinal folding within the 
anorthosite as noted above* ifhere the less competent mica­
ceous layers pinch out during deformation, presumably due to 
shear in the anorthosite, the more brittle amphibolites 
would fracture in the noses of these folds. Presumably, the 
small amphibolite pods are transposed blocks of amphibolite 
layers* This mechanism accounts not only for the modes of
occurrence of amphibolite bodies but also for the gradational
contacts associated with layers and sharp contacts with 
pods* Transposition via shear, conceivably separates these 
pods from their original contact with anorthosite. IVhere 
structure is more apparent, small isolated amphibolite pods
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■within the sillimanite gneiss do occur in the noses of 
small folds.
It is possible that some of the amphibolites contained 
within the sillimanite gneiss were originally emplaced 
along contacts with anorthosite. Deformation could partially 
shear amphibolite off the contacts as suggested above for 
quartz diorite and anorthosite pods, leaving some amphibo­
lite in place. Textural differences between those 
amphibolites in anorthosite and those in sillimanite gneiss 
may be due to difference in genisses. The high An contents 
as well as the association of amphibolite with anorthosite 
suggest that these two rock types may be genetically related. 
Although meta-diabase dikes occur to the north of the 
present study area in rocks similar to the sillimanite 
gneiss, only amphibolites adjacent to anorthosite have been 
examined in Bass Creek canyon. The high An contents in 
plagioclase described in the amphibolites heretofore studied 
are not compatible with the meta-diabases dike (or sill) 
origin proposed by Berg (1968), as basaltic rocks normally 
contain plagioclase of An^Q^gg rather than byto\mite 
(Hyndman, 1972). The plagioclase compositions are compatible 
however with an origin similar to a mafic layered intrusion;
i.e. crystal settling.
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CHAPTER VII
R E M N A N T  I G N E O U S  T E X T U R E S
One sample from anorthosite and two amphibolite 
specimens apparently contain remnant igneous textures 
defined by metamorphic minerals*
One sample (8-2, Fig* 3) was collected from what 
appeared to be a "mafic pod" in anorthosite* However, 
in thin-section, the texture of this "pod" consists of 
large poihilitic, subhedral plagioclase, containing 
inclusions of chlorite and quartz, and a finer grained 
matrix of chlorite laths. These laths separate plagioclase 
phenocrysts from each other (see Plate V, Fig. A)* If in 
an igneous rock, delineated by igneous minerals, this 
texture would be interpreted as resulting from crystal 
settling, chlorite representing the intercumulate phase 
with cumulate plagioclase. Also present are a few large 
hornblende crystals which enclose both plagioclase and 
chlorite*
Textures similar to those described in the above 
sample (8-2) are present in at least two amphibolites 
(9-lE and 875) collected from anorthosite bodies. Both 
are similar in mineralogy, containing hornblende and 
poikilitic plagioclase which primarily enclose smaller 
crystals of hornblende; again suggesting cumulate textures, 
with hornblende the cumulate mineral and plagioclase the
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intercumulate phase*
In a specimen (875, collected by Berg, 1964), from a 
gradational contact between anorthosite and an amphibolite 
layer, plagioclase is the dominant mineral and hornblende 
(present in minor quantities, i.e. 2-3%) is interstitial 
to plagioclase suggesting that here hornblende is inter­
cumulus whereas plagioclase is the cumulate phase. As 
hornblende becomes the dominant mineral, the roles are 
reversed (Plate V, Fig. B).
A sample (9-lE) from a small amphibolite pod (.5 x .3m) 
in sharp contact with anorthosite also has a remnant 
igneous texture (Plate V, Fig. C).
With the exception of one specimen (1-lD) out of six 
collected from amphibolite pods in the sillimanite gneiss, 
none have textures as described above. However, this 
specimen is not exactly similar as it does have the finer 
grained, moderately well layered texture characteristic of 
amphibolite from the sillimanite gneiss.
The other four specimens of amphibolite from anorthosite 
all have remnant igneous textures (i.e. coarser grained not 
particularly well layered) and while having textures somewhat 
similar to the "cumulate** textures described above, they are 
not as convincing.
It is clear much more work needs to be done on the 
amphibolites and anorthosite, but the textures described 
above strongly suggest that crystal settling played a role
4 f  m r m n  t i  m n  r > f  t h f >  anniT*-f*>ir>«si .
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CHAPTER VIII
O R I G I N  O F  T H E  A N O R T H O S I T E S  
A N D  R E L A T E D  R O C K S
Although several pieces of evidence presented above 
strongly suggest a magmatic origin (e.g. remnant igneous 
textures, remnant igneous plagioclase) for these rocks, 
the absence of certain characteristic minerals (i.e. olivine, 
augite (diopside), or hypersthene) coupled with the presence 
of highly aluminous micaceous (and thus very rich in 
potassium) layers cast some doubt on this type of origin. 
Thus, the anatectic residuum hypothesis proposed by Berg 
and a metasomatic origin suggested by Hietanen (1963, 1968) 
for very similar anorthosites seem most plausible as 
alternate hypotheses and must be considered.
Metasomatism
Metamorphism of a limestone containing politic layers, 
as suggested by Hietanen for the Boehls Butte occurrence, 
has little merit as a possible origin for the anorthosites 
of Bass Creek canyon. She proposes that aluminum and silica 
would be diffused from the shaly layers into the limestone 
with some calcium moving into the shaly layers. This 
process would necessitate a greater abundance of politic 
material than is present in micaceous layers which make 
up only 1% of the total mass of the Bass Creek anorthosites.
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Typical calc-silicate minerals normally occurring in 
metamorphosed calcareous rocks have not been found in the 
Bass Creek anorthosites (e.g. wollastonite, grossularite, 
diopside, actinolite, tremolite, or idocrase). Further, 
there is no evidence for diffusion of calcium into the 
surrounding sillimanite gneiss country rock. The same 
general arguments hold true for any origin involving 
metamorphism of an originally limey rock. Such a rock 
would have to be approximately half carbonate and half 
pelite, and therefore should leave more than the 5-6% 
(estimated) mafics present.
Anatectic Residuum
The anatectic residuum hypothesis proposed by Berg 
(1968) is consistent with some evidence regarding the 
origin of the anorthosite. Tlie micaceous layers, amphibo- 
lites, and mafic constituent of the foliated anorthosite 
conceivably could be the mafic minerals or refractories 
left behind during derivation of granitic magmas. During 
continued metamorphism, these constituents could be sorted 
into layers by metamorphic differentiation. Indigenous 
mafic and refractory minerals could partially resolve the 
composition problem noted by Berg.
He points out that if the "granite” and anorthosite 
were derived from sillimanite gneiss, the gneiss should be 
intermediate in composition to the daughter products;
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regardless of the total volume of each rock type. Although 
the sillimanite gneiss is intermediate between the other 
rock types in ^̂ 2̂^3 SiO^, it contains significantly
more total FeO and MgO and less CaO and Na^O than it should 
for this hypothesis (Berg, 1968).
Addition of the chemical constituents in rock types 
related to the anorthosite would raise the amount of total 
FeO, MgO, AlgOg, K^O, and conceivably the CaO and Na^O 
(in horblende). If the amphibolites are not considered 
as part of the original rock, then the composition of 
anorthosite, in terms of the critical elements, is more 
in accord with Berg’s theory. Unfortunately, the volume 
of these accessory rocks strongly precludes significant 
changes in the bulk chemistry of the anorthosite.
Data and relationships which cast considerable doubt 
on the anatectic residuum hypothesis for the origin of these 
anorthosites includes*
1. Although a strong spatial association exists between granite and anorthosite, field relationships suggest that the granite 
considerably postdates the anorthosite,
2. Mineralogy and textures indicate that the anorthosite was present, as a discrete rock 
body, during metamorphic conditions capable of producing staurolite, conceivably biotite, 
and certainly before sillimanite became stable.
This metamorphic environment is too low a grade for anatexis (see Fig. 8).
3. The small pods of anorthosite and quartz 
diorite can be explained as blocks which 
have been sheared off larger anorthosites.
This explanation is compatible with the
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severity of deformation observed in both the anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss.
Note that the occurrence of these “pods” was one of two main arguments against a magmatic origin for these anorthosites (p. 5).
Magmatic
The other argument against a magmatic origin is that 
temperatures in excess of llOO^C are necessary to maintain 
a plagioclase rich melt, with an average plagioclase 
composition of An^^» Such a magma would be expected to 
produce a high grade contact assemblage which is lacking. 
Considering the extent of post-anorthosite regional 
metamorphism, affecting both the anorthosite and the 
sillimanite gneiss, it is not unlikely that any trace of 
contact metamorphism would have been removed. The small 
kyanite crystals enclosed in plagioclase of the sillimanite 
gneiss suggest extensive recrystallization at least of 
plagioclase, after kyanite became stable.
There are two possible end-member "conditions" of an 
anorthosite magma* as liquid or a crystal mush. The net 
effect of the crystalline mush hypothesis is that of 
significantly lowering the temperature during emplacement. 
Although this hypothesis is appealing, the extensive post­
emplacement shear and subsequent recrystallization of much 
plagioclase makes recognition of protoclasis impossible. 
Therefore, a magmatic origin will be discussed without 
distinguishing between a liquid and a crystal mush. Evidence
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presented favoring a magmatic origin for these anorthosites 
is as followsI
1« Complexly twinned plagioclase **phenocrysts” are typical of an igneous origin.
2. Mafic-rich layers are present in unmetamorphosed 
anorthosites. Metamorphism of these layers 
would result in amphibolite layers, such as those in Bass Creek anorthosites.
3. Textures interpreted as.of igneous origin, 
especially the cumulate textures, suggest that crystal settling may have played a role in crystallization of the anorthosite and amphibolites associated with anorthosites.
4. As with many igneous intrusions, the percentage of mafics increases toward the contacts.
5. Amphibolite bodies occurring along the margins 
of two anorthosites could be interpreted asa border facies or chill margin.
6. The occurrence of 2% quartz (on the average) conceivably can be attributed to the 
introduction of silica.
7* One grain of "possible" hypersthene is
presently included in a plagioclase crystal.
This may be a remnant of the original mafic tnineralogy in some of these anorthosites.
Or it could represent incipient development of granulite facies mineralogy.
8. Thin (4-6cm) and thick (up to 2m) micaceous,semi-continuous layers are compatible with 
an igneous origin. These will be discussed 
below as there are some problems.
The arguments presented above, while precluding 
anatectic residuum and metasomatic hypotheses, are 
compatible with injection of an anorthosite magma. The 
presence of cumulate textures suggests that this magma was 
largely liquid. Several problems with this hypothesis remain
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unsolved. One such problem arises upon considering the 
present mafic assemblages in the anorthosites. As noted 
above, unmetamorphosed anorthosites contain clinopyroxene, 
orthopyrexene, and olivine (i.e. they are essentially 
anhydrous rocks). The anorthosites in Bass Creek canyon 
contain hydrous analogs of the same approximate composition 
as hornblende, biotite, and phlogopite (Mg biotites). 
Assuming an influx of water into anorthosite, the micaceous 
minerals (i.e. biotite or chlorite in the anorthosite) are 
moderately easy to picture as forming after pyroxene or 
olivine. Potassium and alumina could easily be derived 
from the surrounding plagioclase (i.e. about 0.04% K^O from 
the plagioclase is needed to form biotite as compared to 
0.17% reported by Berg for these anorthosites).
Potassium and aluminum must be added to the more micaceous 
rocks to grow K-micas rather than tremolite, anthophyllite; 
or cummingtonite. The lack of potassium in chlorite, and 
the presence of this mineral throughout the rock, at a 
first glance is compatible with retrograding mafic minerals. 
However, the chlorite can frequently be observed altering 
from biotite. Because these problems occur mainly in the 
micaceous layers and mafic anorthosite, they will be con­
sidered during discussion of the origin of these rocks.
Amphibolite Genesis 
Unlike the micaceous layers and thinly layered sequence
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within the anorthosites, the amphibolite layers are easily 
compatible with a magmatic origin. Presumably they were 
originally gabbroic layers, originating as the result of 
crystal settling (i.e. remnant cumulate textures).
Structural complexities within the anorthosite make 
determination of the number of such layers impossible with­
out structural analysis; as it is quite possible there were
♦only a few such layers now scattered as slices throughout 
the anorthosite.
Although the plagioclase compositions in the 
amphibolite are much higher than the average for anorthosite, 
(i.e. according to Berg, An^^-Angg for amphibolite, with 
the average close to An^^, as opposed to an average of 
An^^ in the anorthosite), the plagioclase in anorthosite 
associated with amphibolite is also more calcic (averaging 
around An^^ with crystal cores as high as Ang^, after Berg, 
1964), This association of amphibolite with highly calcic 
plagioclase suggests not only that two rock types are 
genetically related but that the anorthosite may have been 
layered in terms of plagioclase composition. Further, the 
data presented above suggests that these amphibolites have 
formed by crystal settling.
Amphibolites which locally separate anorthosite from 
sillimanite gneiss and some of those occurring in the 
sillimanite gneiss, which may have been sheared off contacts, 
are probably genetically related to the amphibolites in the
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anorthosite. Because they are texturally and compositionally 
similar but occur on contacts, a modification of origin is 
likely. The border zone occurrence suggests that these 
amphibolites may represent a border facies or possibly 
a basal unit which is not necessarily in place; i.e. 
amphibolite is a relatively brittle rock and during 
deformation may not only have sheared out in the sillimanite 
gneiss but also slipped along the anorthosite (Note the 
above mentioned fault between amphibolite and anorthosite 
on the north-eastern contact of the large anorthosite 
body p. 63 ) .
An association of "quartz diorite" and amphibolite 
in the sillimanite gneiss unit has been noted by Berg 
<1964, 1968) and Chase (1968), and could be construed as 
indicating that some of these amphibolites may have had 
"granitic" components sweated out during metamorphism. 
Conceivably such a process would enrich the remaining 
amphibolite in calcium thus accounting for the high anorthite 
contents of plagioclase in amphibolites contained within 
the sillimanite gneiss unit.
Although little detailed work has been done with the 
amphibolites of the area in general, the highly calcic 
nature of the plagioclase in those amphibolites included 
in the sillimanite gneiss and their similarity in composition 
to the amphibolites spatially associated with the anorthosite, 
suggests that these amphibolites are genetically related.
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Thus it is possible that the calcic amphibolites contained 
in the sillimanite gneiss (although not spatially associ­
ated vith the anorthosite) may have been emplaced as dikes 
(or sills?) during intrusion of the anorthosite. Although 
quartz diorite is associated with amphibolites in the 
sillimanite gneiss, it is not present with the amphibolites 
in the anorthosite (Berg, 1964, 1968). This suggests that 
the quartz diorite may have resulted from contamination of 
these "dikes'* or that these quartz diorites are the result 
of partial melting of the sillimanite gneiss proximal to 
the amphibolites. Anatexis may have been aided by an 
augen-like behavior of the amphibolite with partial melting 
taking place in the higher pressure zones.
Origin of the Thicker Micaceous Layers
In view of the likelihood that the amphibolites 
represent igneous layers, it is conceivable that the thick 
micaceous layers were also originally igneous. Although 
the composition of the micaceous layers is like no known 
igneous rock (i.e. cordierite, sillimanite (kyanite), 
plagioclase, phlogopitic-biotite schist), the linear extent 
as well as the composition somewhat preclude a xenolith 
origin for these rocks. Although a shaly dolomite might 
account for the composition, it is difficult to imagine a 
process of metamorphic differentiation which would lineate 
and separate, Im thick micaceous layers by 3m of massive 
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anorthosite or mafic anorthosite.
Discounting for a moment the potash and alumina, the 
layers are essentially composed of MgO, some FeO, CaO,
Na^O, and SiOg* or chemically equivalent to forsterite 
or orthopyroxene + plagioclase. Note that troctoiite 
(olivine + plagioclase) layers are present in the unmeta­
morphosed Michikamau anorthosite (Emslie, 1968). If the 
micaceous layers were originally igneous layers then the 
present composition and their enrichment in water relative 
to the anorthite component of the anorthosites must be 
explained.
It has been shown that these anorthosites were 
injected as a magma, before the first deformation noted 
in the sillimanite gneiss, and further that this same event 
deformed the anorthosite (i.e. bent micas). Presumably 
during the onset of deformation, the relatively brittle . 
anorthosites were heavily sheared and that as anhydrous 
bodies emplaced in a "wet" environment, they soaked up 
water driven off from the surrounding country rock,
Intially a logical place for the anorthosite to shear 
would be along a surfact separating relatively competent 
plagioclase crystals from less competent olivines.
Water entering the anorthosite should have been in 
chemical equilibrium with the sillimanite gneiss. Thus 
the more soluble elements, such as potassium, sodium, and 
silica, would conceivably be transported physically along
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the shear zones developed in the anorthosite. The inter­
action of potash and water with Mg_siO^ or (Mg, Fe)^Si_0^2 4 —^ 2 2 6
upon addition of alumina would yield phlogopite or 
phlogopitic biotite at slightly elevated temperatures 
(i.e. staurolite zone). Thus a source for the alumina is 
needed.
As noted above, there is evidence for alumina 
diffusion in the micaceous layers (i.e. the occurrence of 
corundum). Hyndman et. al. (1967) have shown that alumina 
and silica readily diffuse in a calc-silicate environment 
at temperatures and pressures of staurolite grade meta­
morphism. Possibly during deformation concomitant with 
an influx of fluids from the surrounding sillimanite gneiss, 
alumina was diffusing from anorthosite (i.e. the plagioclase) 
into mafic-rich layers, to form phlogopite. Retrogression 
of olivine to biotitic mica requires the addition of Si02 
whereas alteration of orthopyroxene to mica may provide 
excess silica. In those layers composed predominatly of 
olivine, corundum would crystallize when excess aluminum 
diffused into the layer (see Fig. 9). However, if the 
layer was primarily composed of orthopyroxene, then excess 
alumina would react with free silica (in solution) to form 
an aluminosilicate polymorph (i.e. kyanite or sillimanite). 
Presumably the layer would contain no free Al^O^ until the 
ferromagnesian constituents had been used up in the reactions 
forming "biotitic" micas. Conceivably this did not occur
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until just before the last deformation of these rocks and 
cordierite may have crystallized rather than phlogopite or 
in addition to sillimanite. Thus, the indications of this 
diffusion process are that it occurred during much of 
metaraorphism. The volume of the layers was presumably 
changed. These layers as pointed out above are quite 
variable in thickness, amount of plagioclase which seems 
to decrease into the core of a layer, and composition along 
an individual layer.
A critical issue in this influx of fluids is their
effect on the plagioclase. The compositional variation
noted by Berg in a single thin-section presents a problem
(e.g. An_o to An__); part of which is due to compositional 2o d2
zoning and part is attributable to compositional variation 
in unzoned crystals (Berg, 1964). If these are truly 
Plutonic rocks, then equilibrium crystallization should 
obtain. - Thus original igneous zoning should not occur.
Even if equilibrium did not occur, no igneous process could 
account for compositional variation in the unzoned plagioclase, 
while not significantly changing the composition with 
respect to the zoned crystals (i.e. zoned and unzoned 
plagioclase have approximately the same total composition).
Diffusing alumina, derived from calcic plagioclase, 
necessitates that calcium also be removed from the feldspar 
structure. Calcic phases, in anorthosite, which could 
account for the volume of calcium removed (i.e. estimated
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at less than ,5%, based on an estimated alumina diffusion 
of 1% by weight of the volume of the anorthosite) include 
various ”epidotes** in minor quantities (i.e. 1% of the 
total anorthosite volume). Zoning of the plagioclase 
(i.e. irregular rims and cores) is presumably partially 
attributable to this diffusion process. However, the 
influx of fluid from the country rock may also have left 
its mark on the feldspars in the anorthosite.
The influx of water into the anorthosite is documented 
by the predominance of hydrous mafic mineral phases. As 
suggested above, these fluids may have transported more 
soluble ions, sodium and potassium, and silica into the 
anorthosite along shear zones. Highly calcic plagioclase, 
in a medium-grade metamorphic environment, should react 
easily with the incoming sodium. Thus, the sodium in the 
fluids can easily provide the rims on zoned plagioclase 
crystals. Insofar as the unzoned plagioclase are concerned, 
the variable composition between separate grains probably 
results from recrystallization and annealing of zoned grains 
of different overall composition. Perhaps very fine grains 
produced by fine crushing of different areas would be 
more completely altered by migrating solutions. Presumably 
some calcium, less soluble than potassium or sodium, would 
be present in these migrating fluids after reaction of the 
••fluids” with plagioclase.
Although silica is not soluble in an acidic environment. 
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it is very soluble when attacted by basic solutions. The 
apparent presence of silica in these fluids indicates that 
they may have been slightly basic. Some silica would 
presumably accompany sodium in reacting with the original 
plagioclase crystals thus aiding the zoning of plagioclase. 
The inundation of corundum by sillimanite suggests that 
free silica was "added" to the layers after crystallization 
of corundum.
The complexity of the proposed model may necessitate 
a brief summary to aid in comprehension. I propose that 
early deformation of the anorthosite allowed fluids from 
the country rock to transport dissolved potassium, sodium 
and silica into this rock along shear zones. Further, 
that potassium, water and silica reacted with existing 
olivine or pyroxene plus alumina (from plagioclase in the 
anorthosite) diffused into mafic-rich layers, to form 
phlogopite. Alumina diffusion continued, first reacting 
with excess Si02, possibly carried in solution to form 
aluminosilicates or where no excess silica was available 
(i.e. olivine layers) to crystallize corundum. Sodium on 
the other hand reacted with existing plagioclase and silica 
carried in solution to produce the normal zoning now observed 
in the feldspar throughout the body.
Although a change in volume is required, it is extremely 
small. The amount of K^O required for the transition of 
orthopyroxene or olivine to "biotitic" mica is less than
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0.5% of the volume of anorthosite; i.e. "biotitic" mica 
comprise about 4% of the anorthosite bodies (this estimate 
includes mafic anorthosite and the thick mica layers in 
addition to anorthosite) and the average "biotitic" mica 
contains approximately 10% KgO (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 
1962). The amount of sodium required is more difficult 
to assess and should exceed no more than 1-2% of the total
volume of anorthosite. The primary uptake of sodium is by
the plagioclase, made possible by diffusion of alumina 
from plagioclase to the micaceous layers. Because the 
amount of alumina which has moved is estimated at less 
than 1%, the sodium should not exceed this amount.
The model developed above, may at first, appear
somewhat tenuous. However, several lines of evidence
suggest, not only that the water solutions which permeated 
the anorthosite contained sodium and potassium but that 
these fluids were indeed basic and thus carried a signifi­
cant amount of silica. The basis for the above is the 
presence of numerous miarolitic albite veins, reported by 
Berg (1964), which occur in all three of the larger 
anorthosites in Bass Creek canyon. These veins vary in 
thickness from a few cm to slightly less than a meter and 
they are always in sharp contact with the anorthosite (Berg, 
1964). Composed entirely of albite of An^ [(Na, K) AI 
Sx^Oq , after Ber^, these veins are chemically consistent 
with the proposed fluids, Berg also noted that there are
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many pegmatitic zones within the larger anorthosites. In 
the field these veins or pods locally cross cut the 
anorthosite foliation. According to Berg (1964) these 
pegmatites consist mainly of perthite, plagioclase, and 
quartz, with minor biotite, muscovite, clinozoisite, and 
apatite. Also present are pegmatitic quartz veins and 
pods which are concordant or discordant to the surrounding 
anorthosite. It is noteworthy that the three rock types 
described above could be construed as a continuous 
crystallization process with declining temperature after 
metamorphism. First to precipitate out of the fluids 
would be the granitic pegmatites followed by the albite 
veins and finally the quartz pods. Further that all of 
these rock types are in the form of discontinuous pods or 
tabular veins suggests deformation after crystallization 
or that fluids may have been structurally trapped. The 
miarolitic nature of the albite veins is in accordance with 
late crystallization at a moderately low pressure (i.e. less 
than Ikb)• This would imply uplift of the range in the 
late stages of metamorphism.
Additional data which could be taken as supporting 
the proposed model includes the presence of interstitial 
quartz and K-feldspar in massive anorthosite and the 
indications that in the sillimanite gneiss ^total
indicating that water could continually diffuse into the 
anorthosite from the country rock. However, a discrepancy
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arises when considering that mafic-rich layers have altered 
to mica whereas gabbroic layers have ♦•retrograded” to 
amphibolite* A probable reason for this is a difference 
in original composition* Essentially mafic layers would 
contain little alumina and thus may be subject to diffusion 
of alumina (i.e. a concentration gradient). The influx of 
alumina is probably related to uptake of K2O (i.e. to 
balance out Al—si substitution and (OH)*” uptake). However, 
the gabbroic layers would contain substantial amounts of 
alumina (in plagioclase) thus decreasing the concentration 
gradient. The presence of calcium (i.e. in clinopyroxene 
and plagioclase) would electrostatically balance out the 
addition of OH as well as that of alumina taken up in the 
amphibole structure. Thus the influx of K2O and alumina 
into the gabbroic layers would conceivably be considerably 
less than influx of these materials into essentially 
monomineralic layers (and therefore more liminted in 
chemical constituents, e.g. orthopyroxene layers) resulting 
in the production of two very different types of layer from 
two semi-similar rock types during metamorphism.
Consideration of the complex combination of alumina 
diffusion and alteration by potassium — sodium-rich solutions 
suggest it is possible that the micaceous layers present 
in the anorthosite were once orthopyroxine or olivine 
layers deposited during crystallization of a liquid anortho­
site magma*
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. Origin of Mafic Anorthosite and Quartz Diorite
The relationship between thin micaceous lamellae of 
the mafic anorthosite, the mafic anorthosite and quartz 
diorite is somewhat unclear due to lack of detailed field 
study.
"Quartz diorite" in the sillimanite gneiss is common 
along contacts or as pods which may have been sheared off 
anorthosite contacts. Because these rocks have gradational 
contacts with anorthosite and textures similar to anortho­
site, it is possible that they are genetically related.
The greater amount of quartz, biotite, antiperthite (Berg, 
1968), and the lower An contents plus the occurrence are 
compatible with an origin involving slight contamination 
of the anorthosite magma at its borders. A completely 
liquid magma, with temperatures in excess of llOO^C at 
time of intrusion is presumably capable of assimilating 
some country rock. The increasingly greater biotite content 
(i.e. mafic anorthosite) of the anorthosites toward the 
contacts in many areas is also indicative of assimilation 
of surrounding country rock.
The nature of the unit or zones designated mafic 
anorthosite make the origin of these rocks more complex 
than that probable for the diorites. These zones seem to 
be associated with contacts and are locally bounded on one 
side by amphibolite and generally "grade" on the other side.
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into anorthosite. The localized zones of ’’gneissic" mafic 
anorthosite contain relatively thin mica lamellae, similar 
in many respects except the composition of the mica, to the 
thicker layers. The above suggests that the origin of 
mafic anorthosite involves contamination of an anorthosite 
magma and crysta^llization of a relatively Fe-rich phase 
(e.g. hypersthene or possible forteritic olivine). The 
ensuing metamorphic events, as described above, including 
short range migration of alumina and interaction with 
fluids containing entering the anorthosite along
shear zones, would account for the change in mineralogy 
and composition. Metamorphic differentiation could locally 
concentrate the mafic constituent, possibly in or along 
shear zones.
One other point worth speculation is the feasibility 
of a grossly layered anorthosite, similar to that described 
by Emslie (e.g. 1968). The amphibolite zone on the eastern 
margin of the large anorthosite could represent a fine 
grained olivine gabbro. Above the fine grained gabbro is 
a zone of leucocratic gabbro with alternating layers of 
mafic minerals and plagioclase (i.e. mafic anorthosite), 
which in turn grades into an anorthosite characterized by 
thick layers. This is put forth as a suggestion to future 
workers on the meta-anorthosites in the Bitterroot Range.
It will take a detailed structural analysis of this body 
to delineate the exact relative positions of the varying
units described in these anorthosites.
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CHAPTER IX
S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S
The anorthosites of Bass Creek canyon appear to be 
Plutonic rocks injected as a magma before the last major 
regional metamorphic event affecting the area. Slight 
contamination of the magma is indicated by the occurrence 
of quartz diorites and mafic anorthosite along or near 
anorthosite-sillimanite gneiss contacts.
Amphibolite layers contained in the anorthosite 
possibly resulted from crystal settling of the anorthosite 
magma followed by metamorphism. However, the lack of 
remnant minerals in the micaceous layers (thick) as well 
as the complex metamorphic process needed to account for 
the transformation of mafic layers (i.e. olivine or 
hypersthene) to an aluminous micaceous layer makes the 
hypothesized origin of these layers very tenuous. However, 
the hypothesis is not only adequate for the origin of the 
anorthosite, it is also consistent with some of the 
consequences. For example, albite veins support the model 
and are compatible with the probable origin of the 
anorthosite and the amphibolite layers within the pluton. 
Additionally the proposed process accounts for the composi­
tional variation of plagioclase in the anorthosite, little 
of which could be attributed to plutonic injection of a magma
Before presenting a synthesis of the interpreted
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sequence of events delineated in the sillimanite gneiss, 
anorthosite, and granite, a discussion of various aspects 
of the sillimanite gneiss will serve as an introduction#
The sillimanite gneiss has been categorized rather 
tenuously as a high grade metamorphic equivalent of the 
Pritchard Formation of the Belt Supergroup, Although the 
high grade metamorphic rocks in the northeastern border 
zone of the Idaho batholith are, in general, lithologi- 
cally similar to Belt sediments, tracing recognizable 
units into high grade equivalents has been thwarted by 
faults or absence of the lower grade rocks in the area,
A further problem in correlating the sillimanite 
gneiss with the Pritchard Formation arises when consider­
ing that virtually all anorthosites are of Precambrian age 
and all those with radiometric dates are older than l,Oby 
(two suspect exceptions occur in China, Anderson, 1968),
Tlie anorthosites in the Nain province, thought by Emslie 
(1965) to be related to those metamorphosed in the Grenvile 
event (l.Oby) and thus approximately the same age, have 
been dated at l.dby (Emslie, 1964, and Morse, 1964). The 
only large dated anortliosite body in the western United 
States is the 1.7by Laramie pluton in southeastern Wyoming 
(Anderson, 1968). Anorthosites occurring with amphibolites 
and biotite schist in pre-Belt metamorphic rocks of the 
Tobacco Root Mountains, approximately 150Km southeast of 
the present study area (Ried, 1963), have been dated as
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1.6by (Giletti, 1966). According to Hietanen (1968), the 
Boehls Butte Formation, containing anorthosites similar to 
those in Bass Creek canyon, underlies or forms the base of 
the Pritchard Formation.
Age dates on diabase dikes and sills within the Pritchard 
indicate that the unit is older than 0.9by (?). However, 
Obradovich and Peterman (1969) have suggested 1.33by as a 
minimum date of sedimentation for the Pritchard which is 
the basal unit in the Belt Supergroup,
If the sillimanite gneiss is actually meta-Pritchard 
then the anorthosites in Bass Creek canyon could be younger 
than anorthosites in the western United States or around 
the world. A minimum age of sedimentation of the Pritchard 
at 1.3by would be an indication of the upper age limit for 
the anorthosites. However, if the sillimanite gneiss is 
not a Belt-equivalent, then it is probably part of the 
pre-Belt basementî thus the age of anorthosites contained 
within the sillimanite gneiss would be in accordance with 
anorthosites throughout the world. The occurrence of 
Hietanen*s (1968) anorthosites stratagraphically at the 
base of the ’’Pritchard” suggest that they may be near a 
Belt - pre-Belt contact.
If the sillimanite gneiss is pre-Belt basement, then 
the occurrence of anorthosite only in this unit, as well 
as the complex histories of both the anorthosite and 
sillimanite gneiss are better explained.
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The following represents a synthesis of igneous, 
structural and metamorphic events previously outlined for 
the individual units considered in this study*
1* Injection of anorthosite into the sillimanite gneiss as a magma, with slight assimilation of country rock; crystallization under plutonic conditions allowing crystal settling to produce mafic layers, (Note that there is no direct 
evidence of injection into the sillimanite gneiss The data only suggests that the anorthosites are igneous bodies)•
2. Development of a foliation, perhaps parallel to layering, or an axial plane schistosity in the sillimanite gneiss accompanied by regional metamorphism. If the proposed model for 
converstion of mafic layers to micaceous layers is accepted, then it is during this deformation 
that sheared zones would develop in the anorthosite and the initial transition of mafic minerals to mica begins to take place. Thus fluids from the country rock would transport 
potash, soda, and silica into the anorthosite, and alumina would diffuse from the plagioclase 
of the anorthosite into the "mafic" layers.
3* Crystallization of staurolite (in anorthosite) 
and kyanite (in anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss) prior to or during folding and transposi- 
. tion of the sillimanite gneiss foliation, which is concurrent with kink banding and deformation of existing micas in the "mica-rich" layers of the anorthosite. It is perhaps this phase of 
deformation which structurally traps fluids, which are migrating toward the relatively dry anorthosite, from the sillimanite gneiss,
4, Continued prograde regional metamorphism, in 
the stability field of sillimanite, produces epitaxial growth of sillimanite preferentially 
on deformed, but also undeformed, micas in the sillimanite gneiss and in most micaceous layers in the anorthosite (i.e. where free silica is present) and corundum in silica deficient layers 
or zones. Kyanite, not completely enclosed in plagioclase, transforms to sillimanite.
5. Near the peak of metamorphism, where sillimanite
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and orthoclase are compatible (locally sillimanite- 
rouscovite zone where pockets of fluid increase 
Î pre-existing transposed foliation inthe sillimanite gneiss is folded as is the anortho­
site foliation. Uplift during this deformation IS indicated by growth of cordierite during and after this event. Presumably, during the early 
stages of deformation the sillimanite gneiss started to partially melt, anatectic melts formed and presumably migrated toward the axes of the folds; some of these ’’magmas*' were possibly produced by locally higher pressures associated with deformation of the relatively plastic sillimanite gneiss around the "more competent" anorthosite,
6# Continued post kinematic crystallization of 
corundum (some of which reacts with SiO. to form sillimanite) and possibly cordierite, while recrystallization of mica and sillimanite develops polygonal arcing of the crenulation cleavages in anorthositic rocks and sillimanite gneiss. Although cordierite possibly results 
from contact metamorphism of migrating granite, slight post emplacement metamorphism of the 
granite during this phase suggests that the temperature is sufficiently high to produce cordierite without thermal metamorphism.
7* Retrograde metamorphism in all three major rock 
types; anorthosite, sillimanite gneiss, and 
granite. Though not previously proposed in 
Bass Creek canyon, it is possible that a deformation either preceded or was concurrent with retrograde metamorphism. Chase (1968) has suggested large-scale folding and possible 
doming accompanying emplacement of the Idaho batholith. This would account for fracturing 
of these rocks allowing access of fluids and deformation of retrograde muscovite,
8, Continued uplift and solidification of pegmatite 
pods, followed by albite veins and then quartz 
pods in the waning stages of metamorphism.
Evidence put forth in this paper supports four possibly 
significant contributions to the growing body of knowledge 
regarding the complex geologic events of Bass Creek canyon.
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the Bitterroot Range* and thus the northeastern border zone 
of the Idaho batholith*
!• The anorthosites of Bass Creek canyon, others
elsewhere in the Bitterroot Range and conceivably ^ose in the area of Boehls Butte, Idaho, are 
igneous rocks which crystallized under plutonic conditions. Crystal settling appears to have played a role in crystallization of the magma.
2. More complex than previously thought, the metamorphic history of the anorthosites is similar to the sillimanite gneiss.
3. Uplift of portions of the Bitterroot Range was contemporaneous with the waning stages of prograde regional metamorphism.
4. Although spatially associated with the anorthosites, the granites did not originate at the time of anorthosite injection. These granites are the result of anatexis of the sillimanite gneiss during which the anorthosites may have played
a role.
In addition, at least eight possible topics for 
further study are suggested by models put forth to explain 
various aspects of isolated pieces of data. The root of 
each suggestion is structural analysis combined with careful 
study of field and petrochemical relationships to if possible 
determine t
1. The structural position of the granites with respect to both the sillimanite gneiss and anorthosite. Have some of these larger granites 
migrated to low pressure zones?
2. The structural position of sillimanite-muscovite zone rocks. Is it possible that water was 
structurally trapped in sillimanite gneiss, thus accounting for locallized sillimanite- 
muscovite zone rocks?
3* Does the original structure of the anorthosite 
represent a grossly layered pluton?
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4* The nature and relationship of the albite 
veins, pegmatites, and quartz pods to the 
anorthosite. Do these veins represent fluids which migrated through the anorthosite, along shear zones, during metamorphism?
5. The origin of the micaceous layers in the anorthosite. Are these retrograded or altered mafic layers?
6. A study of the amphibolites contained in the sillimanite gneiss to determine if quartz diorite associated with these rocks has been sweated out of the amphibolite or more likely if the amphibolite has acted as an augen with quartz diorite sweated out of the adjacent 
sillimanite gneiss.
7* The relationship of the Bitterroot anorthosites 
to the metamorphosed mafic layered intrusion located approximately 15 miles almost due west, on strike with the majority of micaceous layers,
8, The possible existence of pre-Belt basement rocks 
in the Bitterroot Range,
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Figure 8. Univarient experimental stability curves for phases pertinent to this study (after 
Hyndman, 1972). The Roman numerals 
coincide with the events outlined in 
figure 9.
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IGNEOUS
Intrusion of anorthosite 
magma with assimilation 
to produce mafic anortho­site j crystal settling 
results in mafic and 
gabbroic layers.
II
Figure 9
Flow Chart of Events 
STRUCTURAL
Deformation produces 
penetrative schisto- sity in sillimanite 
gneiss fracturing or shearing of anortho­
site; foliation 
develops with crystal­lization of biotitic 
micas In anorthosite 
rocks.
METAKORPHIC
Initial influx of fluids containing 
Na20, Si02» and K^O - alumina dif­fuses from plagioclase into mafic 
layers —  K2O + AI2O3 + 3(Mg,Fe)2 + 
SiO^ (olivine) + SSiO? + 2H2O 
K2(%,Fe)6^12516020 (OH)^ (phlogopite) or gTmq. Fe)Si03 (orthopyroxene) +
K 2 O + AI2 O0 + 2H20^phlogopite;
Na2Û in solution reacts with anorthite 
component in plagioclase to develop 
sodic rims I Na^O + 2SiO.20
Si208*-^2 NaAlSi30< 
Some A1 and most 01 
clinozoisite
'2 + 2 CaAl^”
+ 2CaO + AI2O2 —  
the Ca go into
Co'(/)
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Q.
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CD
III Folding and transposi­tion of crenulation 
cleavage in silliman­
ite gneiss, kink- 
banding of biotitic 
micas in anorthosite; shearing of plagio­
clase —  fluids 
migrating from silli­
manite gneiss into
Staurolite crystallizes in mafic 
anorthosite (Fe-rich) along with or 
preceeding kyanite which results from 
continued diffusion of alumina and 
reaction with excess SiOo,
8
CO
CO
CDQ.
"O
83"O2Q.
CDQ1
IGNEOUS STRUCTURAL METAMORPHIC
COo
IV
anorthosite possibly 
trapped structurally 
in sillimanite gneiss*
Plagioclase recrystallizes proceed­
ing (or with) stability of sillimanite; corundum nucleates and grows in silica- 
deficient zones (?); sillimanite 
nucleates on deformed and undeformed 
biotites in both the sillimanite 
gneiss and anorthosites (silica- 
saturated areas).
OQ.
"O
CD
Partial melting of 
sillimanite gneiss 
produces magmas which 
migrate into low pres­
sure zones developed 
when sillimanite 
gneiss deformed 
around more competent 
anorthosite. Some of 
the magma may have been 
generated on the flanks 
of folds, due to local­
ly higher pressures.
VI Granites are metamorphosed.
Folding of sillimanite foliation and layers 
in anorthosite, deve­lopment of axial plane 
schistosity by shear­
ing out noses of folds- uplift during this 
event.
Sillimanite-orthoclase compatibility 
locally sillimanite-muscovite; continu­
ing crystallization of corundum; 
cordierite crystallizes.
Continued post-kinematic crystalli­
zation of corundum; excess silica 
reacts with corundum to produce 
sillimanite; cordierite continues to 
grow; recrystallization of mica and 
sillimanite develops polygonal arcing
2Q.
Cg"G3"O2Q.20■c
0
8
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0Q.
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83"O2Q.
0q:
O'O' IGNEOUS STRUCTURAL METAMORPHIC
VII
Pegmatites followed by 
albite; then quartz pods and veins solidify 
(residuum of fluids mov­
ing through anorthosite).
Folding during emplace­ment of the Idaho 
batholith* Cataclasis 
of rocks in Bass Creek 
canyon to form “Front­
al Zone Gneiss'* and 
allow access of fluids.
Uplift possibly associ­ated with block faulting 
producing Bitterroot 
Range.
of the crannulation cleavages in anorthosite and sillimanite gneiss.
Retrograde metamorphism of all major 
rock types (i.e. anorthosite, silli­
manite gneiss, and granite).
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PLATE I
A. Granite anorthosite contact (location 11-2,
Fig. 3) see text, page 28 for explanation.
B. Rotated inclusion of anorthosite in granite 
(location 11-6, Fig. 3) see text, page 28 for 
explanation.
C. Metamorphic and "igneous” plagioclase (location 
14-1, Fig, 2) see page 37 for explanation. (4X 
with crossed nicols).
D. Metamorphic layering resulting from weathering 
of sheared plagioclase (location 8-3, Fig. 3).
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PLATE II
A# Deformation of micaceous layers in mafic anorthosite 
(location 9-1, Fig, 2). (M.L. = micaceous layer,
anor = anorthosite)•
B. Isoclinal folding of chlorite lamellae in 
anorthosite (location 12-5, Fig, 2), (Chte = 
chlorite lamellae, anor = anorthosite),
C. Thick aluminosilicate-bearing micaceous layers 
(in the vicinity of station 8-8, Fig, 3),
D. Corundum-bearing layer in small pod of anorthosite. 
Note the sharp contact (right at the arrow) 
between the layer and anorthosite. (7-5, Fig, 6),
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PLATE III
A* Thin micaceous layers near eastern border of 
large anorthosite (Fig. 2, location 13-5).
(M.L. ss micaceous layers, i.e. the small ribs; 
anor = anorthosite)•
B. Micaceous layers in the south-southeastern 
portion of the largest anorthosite. The two 
micaceous layers, each about 1.5m thick, are 
separated by 3m of anorthosite (location 9-1, 
Fig. 2).
C. Albite vein cutting anorthosite (location 12-5, 
Fig. 2). (Albite = albite vein).
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PLATE IV
A. Staurolite-garnet relationship in a specimen 
of mafic anorthosite. Note the felted mat of 
sillimanite (on biotite). (see text, page 57, 
location 7-2, Fig, 6), (lOX, crossed nicols;
S t  = staurolite, g = garnet, bio = biotite, , 
pla - plagioclase, sill = sillimanite).
B. Cordierite-kyanite-sillimanite relationships.
Note kyanite transforming to sillimanite, both 
are enclosed in cordierite (location 3B, Fig. 2). 
(lOX, crossed nicols; ky = kyanite, sill = silli­
manite, cor = cordierite).
C. Orientation of corundum plates in a "pod" 
suggesting deformation during or after crystalli­
zation (see page 58, location 7-5, Fig. 6).
(4X, plain polarized light; co = corundum, 
pla = plagioclase, phi - phlogopite, sill = 
sillimanite).
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PLATE V
Remnant Igneous Textures (see pages 68-69 for explanation)
A* Anorthosite (location 8-2, Fig, 3). (4X,
crossed nicols; chte = chlorite, pla = plagioclase, 
and qtz = quartz),
B# Specimen from the contact of an amphibolite layer 
with gradational contacts (location 875, Fig, 3), 
(4X, plain polarized light; hbde = hornblende, 
pla ss plagioclase, and qtz = quartz; arrow points 
toward anorthosite)•
C, Specimen from an amphibolite pod with sharp contacts 
(location 9-lE, Fig. 2). (4X, plain polarized
light; pla « plagioclase, hbde = hornblende).
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